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Monday 13th March, 2017
THE ASSEMBLY met at 2:00 p.m.
(THE SPEAKER in the Chair)
PRAY E R S
****

SPEAKER’S REMARKS
MADAM SPEAKER (MS KOKORWE): Order! Order! Honourable Members, Parliament starts at 2 o’clock. The
painful part…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
MADAM SPEAKER: Keep quiet, I am talking. The painful part is that you are not really late to come to Parliament,
it is just you were hanging outside the House. I wish I could let your constituents know about this.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
MADAM SPEKAER: I want to report all that you say here Salakae, I intend to go back to your constituency.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
MADAM SPEAKER: I want to go back there. Let us be cautious of time. Okay let us do questions.

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
NUMBER OF FEEDLOTS CURRENTLY ENGAGED BY THE BOTSWANA MEAT COMMISSION
(BMC)
MR N. S. L. M. SALAKAE (GHANZI NORTH): asked the Minister of Agricultural Development and Food
Security:i) how many feedlots are currently engaged by the Botswana Meat Commission (BMC) to feed their cattle;
ii) who are the owners; and
iii) how long is their contracts with the BMC.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD SECURITY (MR
AUTLWETSE): Good afternoon Madam Speaker. Madam Speaker,
(i) Currently, there are four (4) feedlots engaged by BMC. Three feedlots are serving Lobatse abattoir while the
remainder serves Francistown.
(ii) These feedlots are:
Feedlot Name

Location

Maximum capacity

GM Five

Maradu/Lobatse

4000

Wallgreen

Mmamashia

9000

Betta Beef

Lobatse

7000

Makhokhs

Mathangwane

3000

Together the four (4) feedlots contribute thirty (30) per cent of the total throughput in a year. For example, this year
alone these feedlots are expected to contribute 34 500 cattle for slaughter.
iii) The feedlots’ contracts with BMC run for three (3) years.
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Feedlot name

Contract Period

GM Five

13 November 2015 to 12 November 2018

Wallgreen

13 November 2015 to 12 November 2018

Betta Beef

13 November 2015 to 12 November 2018

Makhokhs

09 December 2015 to 08 December 2018

MR SALAKAE: Supplementary. Thank you Madam Speaker, the Honourable Minister has not answered bullet
number (ii).
Secondly, how will you gain trust from Batswana to run their cooperative when you are not able to state the names
of the names of the company that has partnered with BMC?
Lastly, you once informed the farmers that you are going to terminate the contracts with the feedlots because they
are the root cause of the problems that BMC find itself in. When are you going to terminate those four contracts for
the feedlots just like you did with others?
MR AUTLWETSE: Thank you Honourable Member. Madam Speaker, I did not withhold any name, I have stated
the registered companies that entered into contract with BMC. In the eyes of law, a company is a fictitious person, I
do not have to mention the directors, and the Honourable Member is leading me into temptation to mention names
of people who are not here. Again, one of us here has that same arrangement with the BMC but I am not in a position
to disclose that name because I am talking about companies and not individuals.
The second part of the question where the Honourable Member stated that some contracts should be terminated,
once you have entered into a contract, it is not just terminated, it has some guidelines and terms of agreement
because these are Batswana owned companies, there is no how we can say we left the locals out.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: From which tribe?
MR AUTLWETSE: Their identity is a trivial issue, even though I am addressing a side remark, I will not comment.
MR SALAKAE: Further supplementary. Thank you Madam Speaker. I have asked the Minister how he expects
Batswana to trust them when they cannot disclose the names of people who have contracts with the BMC including
the names of the Members of Parliament whom you have stated have feedlots which are contracted by BMC. Unless
you want to tell me that you do not have information about the names of the people who own those feedlots, because
the owner and the name of a company are two different things. Who owns these companies which are contracted
to the BMC, because you have stated that you want to stop these contracts because they take a lot of money from
BMC?
MR AUTLWETSE: Madam Speaker, we said BMC will not have feedlots but individuals or individual companies
can continue using them. I did not hide any name and information is in the public domain and it is upon the
Honourable Member to find out for himself. I do not think I should be the one divulging this information. BMC
has never deterred any Motswana to register with them more so that the numbers of cattle that they produce are not
enough to supply BMC. They are still open to accept any submissions because they are not restricted to only four
companies.
MR NTLHAILE: Further supplementary.
MADAM SPEAKER: Let us not dwell much on just one question, time is not on our side.
MR NTLHAILE: Thank you Madam Speaker, can the Minister actually confirm or deny that such practice where
Government and this Parliament connive to refuse to disclose names of directors, especially those who are doing
business with Government enterprises, whether this is not promoting money laundering?
MR AUTLWETSE: Madam Speaker, the Honourable Member is bringing in a new issue of money laundering
which is not part of the initial question, and again there is no information that has been withheld. I do not understand
who is conniving. He is therefore requesting for information which I cannot provide right now. This is a very serious
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allegation. It would be better if he could provide us with names of people whom he is alleging to be conniving with
the BMC because I do not know them.
When there is tendering, we deal with the company representative who would be there at that time, we do not ask
them who their partners are, we do not do that. Thank you Madam Speaker.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Further supplementary.
MADAM SPEAKER: Last one Honourable Members.
MR MANGOLE: Minister, you have indicated that there are four feedlot companies which are contracted by
Botswana Meat Commission (BMC). How did you end up with the four? Is that the number required by BMC more
so that you I heard you saying they contribute 30 per cent of the BMC throughput? Are there other companies which
had wished to do business with BMC? If they are there, why were they not allowed to do business with BMC?
MR AUTLWETSE: Thank you for your question Honourable Member. At the moment, there are four companies,
but anyone can show interest in bringing cattle more so that there is shortage of cattle. If Honourable Mangole
declares his interest to provide cattle, the abattoir cannot turn you down. You will be welcome Honourable Member.
NUMBER OF GRADUATION CEREMONIES HELD FOR THE OODI COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS
AND TECHNOLOGY
MR G. S. MANGOLE (MOCHUDI WEST): asked the Minister of Tertiary Education, Research, Science and
Technology:i) how many graduation ceremonies have been held for the Oodi College of Applied Arts and Technology since
its inception;
ii) how many students per respective academic field graduated in each academic year; and
iii) whether there are any academic fields/courses which have not produced graduates to date; if so, to state the
reasons why.
MINISTER OF TERTIARY EDUCATION, RESEARCH, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (DR
MADIGELE): Madam Speaker, Oodi College of Applied Arts and Technology held three graduation ceremonies
since its inception in 2012. These were during the annual joint technical colleges and graduates graduation
ceremonies in 2014, 2015 and 2016.
i) Madam Speaker, I will avail to this Honourable House the details with respect to the number of students who
graduated per academic field in 2014, 2015 and 2016. Overall, there were 254 graduates.
ii) Madam Speaker, there are no academic fields or courses which have not produced graduates to-date at Oodi
College of Applied Arts and Technology. I thank you Madam Speaker.
Additional Information
Students who enrolled for a Foundation in Sports Recreation and Leisure programme do not graduate at the end
of this level. At this level it is considered that the programme is a bridging course to upgrade students’ Junior
Certificate Qualifications to an equivalence of Botswana General Certificate of Secondary Education (BGCSE) in
preparation for admission to a Certificate level programme in Sports Recreation and Leisure. To this end, students
who complete a Foundation in Sports Recreation and Leisure programme are only given certificate without attending
graduation ceremonies. Notably, Oodi College of Applied Arts and Technology expects the first group of students to
complete the Certificate in Sports Recreation and Leisure programme in November 2017. The students are expected
to graduate next year at the joint graduation ceremony. The total number of such students who completed the
Foundation in Sports Recreation and Leisure programme in 2013 and 2016 is 55. There were 22 in 2013 and 23 in
2016.
Details for (ii)
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Field

Level

2014

2015

2016

Total

Information Communication

BTEP Advanced Certificate

26

20

9

55

Multimedia

BTEP Advanced Certificate

23

0

0

23

Applied Laboratory Science

BTEP Certificate

29

-

26

55

Jewellery
Design
Manufacture

BTEP Certificate

-

-

8

8

Business Management

ABMA Certificate

-

-

31

31

Human
Management

ABMA Certificate

-

-

27

27

ABMA Certificate

-

-

15

15

Computer Engineering

ABMA Certificate

-

-

13

13

Business Skills

City & Guilds Certificate

-

-

26

27

Computer
Systems

and

Resource
Information

TOTALS
Abbreviations:

254

BTEP – Botswana Technical Education Programme
ABMA – Association of Business Managers and Administrators

1) All programmes at Oodi College are fully accredited except for the Furniture and Design Programme whose
accreditation is being processed.
2) All lecturers are accredited including temporary teaching staff.
3) BTEP Foundation in Sport, Recreation and Leisure- the first enrolment in this programme was in March 2012
and they completed in April 2013. The second enrolment was in February 2014 and they completed in April
2016.
HOMELESS AND VULNERABLE CHILDREN IN JWANENG AND OTHER TOWNS
MR S. NTLHAILE (JWANENG-MABUTSANE): asked the Minister of Local Government and Rural
Development if he is aware of the growing number of homeless and vulnerable children in Jwaneng and other towns
around the country; if so, to state:i) the number of such children;
ii) how many of the children have been abused;
iii) how many have died and the causes of such; and
iv) what plans are in place to address this situation.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR VAN DER
WESTHUIZEN): Madam Speaker, I am aware of children who may be classified as homeless but are living with
their parents or guardians in squatter areas in the periphery of some towns. This happens when their parents migrate
from their home villages to nearby towns in search of economic opportunities. There are also those who spend time
in the streets during the day and go to their respective homes in the evening.
Currently there are 505 children who have been identified as vulnerable due to a variety of reasons and are placed in
residential care while 39 are in foster care. Those who live in squatter areas currently stand at 14, all from Jwaneng.
Madam Speaker, abuse takes different forms. Neglect is the only form that has been reported to have affected two
children. No deaths have been reported over the financial year 2016/2017. Long-term interventions to address the
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vulnerability of children especially those who may be
said to be homeless as a result of living in squatter areas
include repatriation of their parents to their respective
home villages where they may access social services.
Vulnerable children may be enrolled in various support
programmes depending on their profiles and needs.
Children who are in need of immediate protection are
placed in children’s homes until reunification with the
families is done. Long term care arrangements such as
foster care and adoption have been finalised. Thank you.
MR NTLHAILE: Supplementary. Minister, can you
tell this House whether your Ministry is doing something
or anything such as special schools or facilities to take
these children in, for further education and equip them
with special life skills.
Would your Ministry shed some light into how many
children have been involved in abuse such as rape?
MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN: I think we should
expect that when children are, for example, under foster
care in children’s homes, they have access to education.
If they are children of parents that are squatting, I
cannot confirm that they are going to school. As I said,
the parents are from other villages and we do repatriate
them to their villages for social care.
As I said in my response, it is only neglect; we have
only two children that have been suffering from neglect
which are the only known cases. I do not know of any
cases where children were involved in any rape.
GRANTING MORE AUTONOMY TO SCHOOL
HEADS
MR N. S. L. M. SALAKAE (GHANZI NORTH):
asked the Minister of Basic Education:i) when she will grant more autonomy to school
heads in management at primary and secondary
schools with a budget to meet their day to day
basic needs without passing through Regional
Education offices such as the purchasing of
pencils, exercise books, replacement of cooking
pots, etcetera, as well as minor maintenance, for
instance, replacement of windows;
ii) whether she is aware that as a result;
a) there is an acute shortage of textbooks for both
lower and upper classes at all primary schools in
the Ghanzi North Constituency;
b) classrooms are in a dilapidated state, some
require minor repairs such as painting; and
c) there is no food.

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER

MINISTER OF BASIC EDUCATION (DR DOW):
Madam Speaker, primary schools have been granted
autonomy to utilise and manage funds disbursed for
Handyman Programme.
The Minister of Local Government and Rural
Development through district councils disburses an
amount of P10 000 annually to all primary schools
to attend to minor maintenance through the use of
Handyman Programme. The funds are under the control
of the School Head.
During 2016/2017 in Ghanzi District Council, all
the seven schools in Ghanzi North Constituency had
utilised 62 per cent of the total provision allocated to
them as indicated by the schools.
The district council is responsible for procuring all
the stationery and consumables for primary schools.
This procurement is done through tenders basically to
achieve consistency, uniformity and quality of service.
Regarding replacement and maintenance of cooking
pots, experience has shown that this is capital intensive
and is quite technical and requires specialised skills and
therefore that is not left to the teachers as suggested by
the questioner.
The Ghanzi District Council has done an inventory of
the maintenance status of all the schools in Ghanzi North
Constituency. Even though there are some maintenance
needs, it is incorrect to say that the classrooms there or
the schools are dilapidated as stated in this particular
question.
In 2016/2017, maintenance was done through recurrent
budget in four of the seven primary schools in Ghanzi
North as shown below:
D’kar primary School; four classrooms were maintained
at a cost of P123 824.00.
Kuke Primary School; the ceiling was replaced in three
classrooms at P12 905.42. The details are here if the
Honourable Member would like to see them.
Kgaphamadi Primary School, the ceiling was replaced
in five classrooms during 2016/2017.
Kabakae Primary School; replacement was done to
windowpanes, handles, floors and tiles.
The school stock level of food commodities in primary
schools as at 6th March 2016 indicates that there is food
in primary schools although it is admitted that all the
food items that are ordinarily on the menu are there at
different levels; that relates to primary schools.
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Now let me answer the same question as relates to
secondary schools because there was a question that
relates to both of them. Madam Speaker, secondary
school heads submit annual budgets to the Ministry
and funds are sub-warranted to them to operate their
institutions. The funds cover the running costs of the
schools including food, stationery, cleaning materials
and minor maintenance. These funds often prove
inadequate for the school and additional funds then have
to be sourced from headquarters.
Madam Speaker, the shortage of text books, food and
the condition of classrooms is not because of the process
of procurement or the failure to decentralise to the heads
but rather as a result of limited funds.
Madam Speaker, it is not true that there is no food at
Itekeng Junior Secondary School, what I am aware of
is that there is shortage of some items at that school. I
thank you Madam Speaker.
MR SALAKAE: Supplementary. Thank you Madam
Speaker. The Honourable Minister says that it is
incorrect for us to be saying that schools in Ghanzi are
in a dilapidated state. I want to know if the Minister has
gone there before to witness for herself or she believes
the hearsay from people who say that everything is
alright.
DR DOW: Madam Speaker, the questions says,
classrooms are in a dilapidated state, some require
minor repairs such as painting, and he is contradicting
himself. He is making the point that they are dilapidated
and also that they only require minor maintenance. On
his own assertion, he has also supplied the answer to the
question. I do not have to go there.
SHORTAGE OF TABLES AND CHAIRS AT
ITEKENG JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL IN
GHANZI
MR N. S. L. M. SALAKAE (GHANZI NORTH):
asked the Minister of Basic Education:i) if she is aware that Itekeng Junior Secondary
School in Ghanzi has a serious shortage of tables
and chairs and that parents are being asked to
assist; if so,
ii) to state if they have been budgeted for under the
2017/2018 financial year;
iii) how much is the proposed budget; and
iv) whether all the parents in Botswana are expected
to assist or this only obtains in the Ghanzi North
Constituency.
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MINISTER OF BASIC EDUCATION (DR DOW):
Madam Speaker,
(i) I am aware that Itekeng Junior Secondary School in
Ghanzi has a shortage of tables and chairs. Parents
have not been asked to assist in the provision of
these items, but some of them have freely done so.
(ii) Itekeng Junior Secondary School has been
budgeted for BWP35, 000 for furniture and
maintenance in 2017/2018 financial year and we
accept that is not adequate.
(iii) Lastly Madam Speaker, we remain grateful to
parents for their assistance in the education of
their children. Thank you Madam Speaker.
MR MANGOLE: Supplementary. Honourable
Minister the first question is whether parents were asked
to assist at the school and you denied that. You said
that no parent has been asked to assist and yet parents
continue to assist. Why did they assist if such a request
has not been made?
DR DOW: You asked how come parents are assisting
when they have not been asked to do so; there are people
who are concerned about the welfare of their children
such that even though you have not requested them
to assist they will just buy text books. So there is no
circular from the Ministry of Education directing any
parent to buy chairs, but some parents bought them
upon realising that there is a need.
NUMBER OF EXPATRIATES EMPLOYED BY
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOTSWANA IN THE
FACULTY OF SCIENCE
MR S. O. S. RANTUANA (RAMOTSWA): asked the
Minister of Tertiary Education, Research, Science and
Technology:i) how many expatriates have been employed by the
University of Botswana in the Faculty of Science
for more than twenty years;
ii) whether Government has failed to implement the
Localisation Policy;
iii) if these expatriates are failing to produce quality
lecturers; and
iv) how many of these expatriates underwent further
studies while serving as lecturers or support staff.
MINISTER OF TERTIARY EDUCATION,
RESEARCH, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (DR
MADIGELE): Madam Speaker,
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i) There are eleven (11) academic expatriate staff who have been employed in the Faculty of Science for more
than twenty (20) years against a total of one hundred and seventy-one (171) academic staff in the Faculty.
Position

No. of Citizens

No. of expatriates

Professor

2

12

Associate Professor

13

12

Senior Lecturer

38

17

Lecturer

75

2

TOTAL

128

43

ii) The Government has not failed to implement the Localization Policy. The University Localisation Policy is
seventy (70) per cent locals and thirty (30) per cent expatriates. In this instance we have achieved seventyfive (75) per cent because the ratio of expatriate staff to citizen staff in the Faculty of Science is one expatriate
to three citizens (1:3). Of the one hundred and seventy-one (171) staff employed in the Faculty, one hundred
and twenty-eight (128) are Batswana whilst only forty- three (43) are expatriates.
iii) It is not the duty of expatriate staff to produce lecturers. The University prepares lecturers through a Staff
Development Programme which entails the recruitment of the best citizen Bachelor’s Degree holders who
are subsequently sent for further studies to pursue post graduate studies, both Masters and Doctoral Degrees.
The minimum qualification required for one to become a lecturer at University of Botswana is a Masters
Degree.
iv) There are two expatriate support staff members who pursued further studies whilst employed at the University
Botswana. Expatriate staff are allowed to develop themselves at their own expense. However, the University
waives tuition fees for all full time employees (including expatriates) who register for programmes of study
offered at the University. I thank you Madam Speaker.
MR RANTUANA: Supplementary. Thank you Madam Speaker. Thank you Honourable Doctor. Bullet number
one (1), the expatriates are eleven (11) who have been there for more than twenty (20) years. Why do you keep an
expatriate for such a long time? Is it worthwhile to keep an expatriate in theoretical physics while your Ministry is
arguing for practical courses and practical education?
Bullet number four (4), these expatriates who come to the University of Botswana, are they not disadvantaging the
locals when it is them who go for training instead of training the locals to do this job and is it not cheaper to train a
local than to train expatriates? Thank you.
DR MADIGELE: Thank you Madam Speaker. I think as long as we have people coming up to show interest in
these other courses Madam Speaker, it would be possible to get locals to fill in these posts. The Honourable Member
is talking about the difference between theoretical physics and practical Physics in terms of what the economy
needs. I tend to agree, but it is very important for our locals also to show interest, so that they can be sponsored to
go and do further studies on these things. With regard to the last question Madam Speaker, this policy of waiving
tuition fees applies to all who are employed full time. It is one of the benefits of working at UB, tuition fees are
waived for you. I think it is incumbent as well on the locals to show interest in pursuing further studies. I thank you.
MR RANTUANA: Supplementary. It is the last one Madam Speaker. Thank you Doctor, number 3, these expatriates
who are supposed to be there, they are supposed to train Staff Development Fellows (SDFs) as you have said and
preferably supervise Doctor of Philosophy(PhD), Masters or other post graduate courses, so that locals can take
over from them. So in twenty (20) years, how many have they supervised and produced that are so dull they have
not been able to take over after twenty (20) years? Thank you.
DR MADIGELE: Thank you Madam Speaker. Unfortunately I do not have the numbers with me and I will provide
them to the Honourable Member when I get them. I thank you.
NON-PAYMENT OF TIRELO SECHABA VOLUNTEERS ATTACHED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
VETERINARY SERVICES IN SOWA
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MR P. MAJAGA (NATA-GWETA): asked the
Minister of Youth Empowerment, Sport and Culture
Development if he is aware that Tirelo Sechaba
volunteers attached to the Department of Veterinary
Services in Sowa have not been paid for over six (6)
months.
ASSISTANT
MINISTER
OF
YOUTH
EMPOWERMENT, SPORT AND CULTURE
DEVELOPMENT (MZWINILA):
Thank you
Madam Speaker. The two (2) Tirelo Sechaba participants
attached to the Department of Veterinary Services in
the Ministry of Agricultural Development and Food
Security and stationed at Sowa Township were owed
subsistence allowance for an official trip they undertook
from 19th February 2016 to 5th March 2016. The delay to
pay them was initially caused by uncertainty regarding
their eligibility and later by financial constraints. The
Department of Veterinary Services has since paid
the two (2) participants their dues. It should be noted
that the participants are not owed any monthly living
allowance. I thank you Madam Speaker.
FAILURE OF WATER QUALITY TESTS BY
WATER UTILITIES CORPORATION (WUC)
MR M. REATILE (SPECIALLY ELECTED): asked
the Minister of Health and Wellness if she is aware that:i) drinking water supplied by Water Utilities
Corporation (WUC) continuously fails water
quality tests and the Corporation continuously
disregards the findings by Environmental Health
Officers in the process compromising public
health; if so,
ii) how does she intend to address lack of action by
WUC since she has authorised Environmental
Health Officers in accordance with the Public
Health Act of 2013 to enforce the Act.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF HEALTH AND
WELLNESS (MR MAKGALEMELE): Thank you
Madam Speaker good afternoon.
i) Madam Speaker, I am not aware that drinking
water supplied by Water Utilities Corporation
(WUC) continuously fails water quality tests. On
the occasions where water samples have failed
quality tests, Environmental Health Officers
within Local Authorities are mandated by the
Public Health Act to directly engage with WUC to
ensure corrective and appropriate action is taken
for the protection of public health, and where noncompliance continues, the necessary prohibition
notices are issued.
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In the event of non-compliance, a functional
oversight committee is in place under my
Ministry to consider and deal with breaches
for rectification. Membership includes WUC,
Botswana Bureau of Standards (BOBS), Ministry
of Local Government and Rural Development
(MoLGRD) and Department of Water Affairs.
Between November 2016 and January 2017, a
total of 486 samples of treated water were tested
and only 16.6 per cent failed the test for E.coli
(a bacteria indicating water contamination); also
a total of 138 samples of untreated water were
tested and less than 30 per cent (28.2 per cent)
failed the test. These are within the accepted
range (as per World Health Organisation (WHO)
recommendations) of failure for the types of water
tested.
ii) Madam Speaker, Environmental Health Officers
will continue to perform their statutory function
in respect of the monitoring of water quality
in accordance to the Public Health Act; my
Ministry shall continue engaging Water Utilities
Corporation to rectify any breaches that may lead
to water contamination.
I thank you Madam Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Reatile!
MR REATILE: Question 10 Madam Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: Are you saying question 10 as if
there is no problem? Stand up!
MR REATILE: My apologies Madam Speaker. I am
embarrassed, I was held up.
DEVELOPMENT OF WASTE MANAGEMENT
INFRASTRUCTURE
MR M. REATILE (SPECIALLY ELECTED):
asked the Minister of Local Government and Rural
Development how he intends to develop waste
management infrastructure in the country during
National Development Plan 11 as nothing much is
provided in the plan other than the establishment of
Gaborone City waste transfer station.
ASSISTANT
MINISTER
OF
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
(MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN): Madam Speaker,
my Ministry work jointly with other stakeholders from
the Sustainable Environment Technical Working Group
(SETWG) of the National Development Plan (NDP) 11
to prepare strategies and programmes that will promote
sustainable waste management during NDP 11.
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Despite an elaborate NDP 11 budget proposal which
included among others, funding the construction of
new landfills and the maintenance of existing landfill
facilities countrywide, funds were only approved for
construction of Gaborone Transfer Station.
Despite the budgetary constraints we are facing
under NDP 11, my Ministry recognises that efforts
of Government alone will not be sufficient to deliver
strategies and programmes that will drive the Sustainable
Environment Pillar of NDP 11.
Therefore, my Ministry will engage other ministries, the
private sector, civil society and development partners
for their active involvement in assisting or partnering
with Local Authorities to ensure waste management is
achieved during NDP 11. Thank you.

QUESTION WITHOUT NOTICE
REPAIRING OF NYWANE BRIDGE ALONG A1
ROAD
MR S. O. S. RANTUANA (RAMOTSWA): asked the
Minister of Transport and Communications:i) when the bridge at Nywane along the A1 road
is going to be repaired as the alternative route to
Lobatse is too long;
ii) if he is aware of the bad state of the alternative
route through Mogobane; if so, what he is doing
about it;
iii) what is the bus fare from Gaborone to Lobatse
using the alternative route; and
iv) how many lives have been lost in the alternative
route since diversion after the collapse of the
bridge.
MINISTER
OF
TRANSPORT
AND
COMMUNICATIONS (MR MOKAILA): Good
afternoon Madam Speaker. Madam Speaker, I am sure
when this question was crafted, it was before the road
was opened but now that the road is open, I am not
sure how to answer it but I will. The bridge is currently
opened Madam Speaker and we will allow vehicles only
up to 10 tons to cross that bridge.
Yes, indeed I am aware that the bypass which was not
designed for that volume of traffic is in a bad state
and we are doing everything we can to deal with the
potholes.
With regard to the bus fare, yes, the bus owners charge
an extra four Pula (P4.00). That is why we had to hurry
up to open the Lobatse-Gaborone road to make sure that
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they did not do that thing. I think we have circumvented
that. According to police statistics, five (5) lives were
lost on the bypass. I thank you Madam Speaker.
MR RANTUANA: Supplementary. Regarding bus
fares Minister, do you not think we are doing injustice
to the bus owners to drive 100 kilometres; 50 kilometres
to Ranaka and 50 kilometres back to Lobatse and add
only P4.00? How are you going to compensate for the
losses the bus owners have had?
MR MOKAILA: I am sure the Honourable Member is
aware of acts of God and where the … So, you understand
that we are not talking about normal circumstances.
Therefore, I think they did what they thought was right
then. We have had meetings since, and since the road
is open, things are back to normal. I thank you Madam
Speaker.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Supplementary.
MADAM SPEAKER: The last one, ok?
MR RANTUANA: I am asking the last one Minister.
When should we expect a permanent bridge that would
not be easily washed away by water?
MR MOKAILA: If the Honourable Member can tell
me when another Dineo is coming, I will help. Madam
Speaker, we are currently doing the structural test of
the current bridge to know exactly what repairs should
take place. So, as soon as that is done, we will be using
the old road, the bypass that goes a little above that one
to repair this one. I am hoping that will start on April.
Thank you Madam Speaker.

APPROPRIATION (2017/2018) BILL,
2017 (NO. 2 OF 2017)
ASSEMBLY IN COMMITTEE
(CHAIRPERSON in the Chair)
ORGANISATION 2600-MINISTRY
OF EMPLOYMENT, LABOUR
PRODUCTIVITY AND SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT
MADAM CHAIRPERSON (MS KOKORWE):
Order! Two (2) hours 25 minutes has been allocated
to this organisation. I shall call upon the Honourable
Minister to reply to the debates at 16:40 hours today and
the question will be put at 17:10 hours.
MINISTER OF EMPLOYMENT, LABOUR
PRODUCTIVITY AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
(MR MABEO): Good afternoon! Madam Chairperson.
I. INTRODUCTION
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Madam Chairperson, I have the honour to present the
Ministry of Employment, Labour Productivity and
Skills Development’s Recurrent and Development
budget proposals for the financial year 2017/18, for
consideration by this Honourable Committee.
Madam Chairperson, the Ministry of Employment,
Labour Productivity and Skills Development is a new
ministry established in October 2016. The Ministry
benefited from relocation and regrouping of some
functions from the former Ministry of Labour and Home
Affairs, Ministry of Education and Skills Development,
and Ministry of State President. In this regard, my
Ministry is entrusted with the implementation of Trade
Disputes Act, 2016, Employment Act (CAP. 47:01),
Trade Unions and Employers’ Organization Act (CAP.
48:01), Workers Compensation Act (CAP. 47:03), and
Factories Act (CAP. 44:01) as well as some provisions
of the Immigration Act, 2010, specifically, processing of
applications for work permits.
II. ONGOING ACTIVITIES IN THE MINISTRY
(a) Labour Administration
Madam Chairperson, my Ministry is currently
implementing various programmes under labour
administration, amongst which there is Decent Work
Country Programme (DWCP), which is the main vehicle
through which the International Labour Organisation
(ILO) delivers technical support to Botswana during the
period 2011 - 2017.
The Programme has four (4) pillars, namely Employment
Creation; Social Protection; Tripartism and Social
Dialogue; and Workers’ Rights. The main objective
of the programme is to promote workers’ rights in
the workplace, productive and decent employment
opportunities; enhance social protection and strengthen
social dialogue.
Botswana has so far benefited in terms of capacity
building for mediators, labour inspectors and members
of the Public Service Bargaining Council. Furthermore,
the Ministry has also benefited from technical support
in the drafting of the National Policy on Wellness
in the World of Work (National Policy on HIV/TB
and Employment); and the National Occupational
Health and Safety Policy. Both policies are ready for
consideration and approval by Government.
The Trade Disputes Act No 6. 2016, commenced
on the 1st November, 2016, following repeal of the
Trade Disputes Act, Cap.48:02. The objective of the
amendment was to facilitate speedy resolution of trade
disputes by the Ministry. My Ministry has noted the
discomfort expressed by the labour movement around
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the Essential Services in the Trade Dispute Act 2016,
and we are continuing dialogue with them and other key
stakeholders for an amicable solution.
In relation to resolution of disputes, for the period 1st
April to 28th February 2017, a total of 12 288 trade
disputes were registered at the various District Labour
Offices throughout the country, out of which 3 827 were
settled, 1 746 were referred to the Industrial Court, 151
were referred for Arbitration, 351 were withdrawn and
1 834 parties did not turn up. A total of P1, 115 507.20
was collected as settlement for some trade disputes and
the money has since been paid out to the beneficiaries.
Madam Chairperson, my Ministry facilitates registration
of Trade Unions, Trade Union Federations, and
Employers Organisations. This creates a platform for
social dialogue between members of these organisations
and Government. The Trade Unions and Employers’
Organisations Act is undergoing review and engagement
and consultations with relevant stakeholders is ongoing.
As at February 2017, the total number of registered
Trade Unions was 61. In addition, two (2) Trade Union
Federations and one (1) Employers Organisation have
been registered with my Ministry.
Trade Unions are required by Section 41 and 42 of
the Trade Unions & Employers Organisations Act
(CAP 48:01) to submit Annual returns to the Registrar.
Following non-submission of annual returns, two (2)
Trade Unions have been cancelled in February 2017 for
being inactive and non-compliance with the same Act.
Out of the 61 registered unions, 23 are complying with
the provisions of the Act, whilst 38 are not complying.
All the federations and the employer organisation are
also complying. My Ministry continues to dialogue
with Trade Unions to assist them to comply with the law
and resume their status of organizational integrity. The
assistance includes workshops to build capacity as most
non-compliance is due to ignorance of the law.
A total of 2 736 labour inspections were conducted.
Of this, 1 521 were routine workplace inspections,
1 141 spot checks, and 74 business monitoring
inspections. During the inspections, the most prevalent
contraventions identified were failure to insure workers
and failure to pay severance benefit. Public education
continues to be done through various media to increase
awareness on labour laws.
Madam Chairperson, businesses continue to
restructure their operations which at times result in
loss of jobs, thus increasing the unemployment levels
which are already high. A total of 18 companies
retrenched 4 169 employees. The sector that has the
highest number of retrenched employees is building,
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construction, exploration and quarrying with a total of
3 670 employees. In compliance with Section 25 of the
Employment Act, 63 companies submitted notifications
of intention to retrench for various reasons which might
lead to further actual retrenchment of employees.
A total of P45 880.80 (Forty-Five Thousand Eight
Hundred and Eighty Pula Eighty Thebe) was paid out
to the claimants for Mineworkers Provident Fund of the
Republic of South Africa. The Ministry continues to
engage relevant stakeholders in South Africa to pursue
issues of Ex Mine Workers including compensation for
lung and other related diseases.
(b) Occupational Health and Safety
Madam Chairperson, my Ministry has the mandate
to ensure decent working conditions in terms of
Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S). Between
April and December 2016, a total of 993 out of a target
of 1 728 OH&S inspections were conducted. The
OH&S inspections were carried to determine the levels
of compliance with the law in regards to safety, health
and welfare of workers in factories performing manual
labour to make, alter, repair, finish, clean, wash, break up
or demolish article, including construction. The purpose
of these inspections is to assess working conditions in
relation to safety from physical hazards (for example
machinery, falls from height, radiation, noise, lighting
and temperature); chemicals (for example pesticides,
fertilizers and toxic metals such as lead and mercury);
and poor structural design and layout of workplaces (for
example overcrowding and poor ventilation). It should
be noted that, my Ministry has capacity and skills
constraints with regard to measuring these hazards, but
we are making an effort to build the required capacity.
The most common violations to the act observed
during inspections is the lack of provision of adequate
and clean sanitary conveniences, lack of provision of
personal protective clothing and equipment, and lack of
provision of first aid facilities.
(c) Skills Development
Madam Chairperson, my Ministry continues to conduct
assessment and testing of candidates from Vocational
Training Institutions across the country through
Madirelo Training and Testing Centre (MTTC). During
the financial year 2016/17, a total of 4 906 candidates
across a spectrum of vocations were tested. Of the 4 906
candidates tested, 950 were at artisan (NCC) level, while
3 956 were at semi-skilled level (Trade Test C and Trade
Test B). As part of my Ministry’s skills development
drive, Madirelo Training and Testing Centre has further
trained and tested Fifteen (15) Craftsmen responsible for
maintenance in Government institutions in Solar Water
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Heating (SWH) in Kgalagadi North, Ten (10) Street
Barbers who are self-employed in Solar Photovoltaic
in Gaborone and Fifteen (15) Prisoners in Dressmaking
also in Gaborone.
Madam Chairperson, Ministry of Employment, Labour
Productivity and Skills Development, in conjunction
with Ministry of Tertiary Education, Research, Science
and Technology, graduated one thousand nine hundred
and seventy two (1 972) students in 2016 from eight (8)
Technical Colleges and 37 Brigades. These graduates
studied different vocational and technical programmes
at Artisan and Technician levels the past year to two (2)
years.
Madam Chairperson, due to the relocation of the
Brigades to my Ministry, we are substantively working
on merging and streamlining the roles of Construction
Industry Trust Fund (CITF), MTTC and the Brigades
for improved efficiency and effectiveness in the delivery
of industry-relevant skills.
A policy for Technical and Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) is being developed with the aim of
facilitating effective management and revitalisation of
the TVET system as the engine for skills development to
ensure greater utilisation and efficiency of institutions.
The draft policy will be submitted to Cabinet for
consideration in due course.
Madam Chairperson, whilst the Government of
Botswana continues to prioritise education in the
financial resource allocation, the current programmes
offered in the 35 brigades were found to be neither
optimal nor sustainable in terms of cost and
effectiveness. As a result, we are currently rationalising
brigades for resource optimization. This will catalyse
revitalisation of vocational education and training, and
open up opportunities for new programmes which are
relevant to the requirements of the economy.
Madam Chairperson, the high demand of semi-skilled
and skilled artisans calls for introduction of additional
new skills programmes such as Coded Welding,
Installation and Maintenance of Solar Energy as well as
revamping and upgrading existing ones. To this effect
my Ministry is reviewing and updating the curriculum
earmarked for implementation in August 2017.
Madam Chairperson, my Ministry is partnering
with strategic Government and Non-Government
Organisations to offer industry relevant courses. These
are such as Botswana University of Agriculture and
Natural Resources, in the Agriculture courses and Motor
industry, for Auto Engineering.
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REVIEW OF PERFORMANCE OF PUBLIC
ENTEPRISES
a. Construction Industry Trust Fund
Madam Chairperson, the Construction Industry Trust
Fund continues to provide responsive rapid skills
training programmes for the building, construction and
allied industries and the emerging needs of the economy
to empower Batswana, especially the unemployed
youth and disadvantaged people. Rapid-skills training
is provided through the Gaborone Main Centre and the
Kazungula Mobile Training Unit (MTU) which was
established to provide semi-skilled and skilled artisans
for the mega projects in the Chobe District.
The Gaborone Main Centre enrolled 1 362 trainees
and a total number of 582 trainees completed skills
training between January and December 2016. Of the
582 trainees that successfully completed training, 469
secured employment in various mega building and
construction projects in Gaborone especially at the new
Central Business District (CBD), Botswana Innovation
Hub and the Student Village project in Mogoditshane
among others. The remaining 113 trainees are captured
in our database for employment opportunities. Due to
the high demand of semi-skilled and skilled artisans
in building, mining and energy sectors, additional new
skills training programmes such as Architectural Design
and Drafting, Installation and Maintenance of Solar
Energy, Road Construction Maintenance and Electrical
Power Line Distribution are planned to be introduced
during the financial year 2017/2018.
Madam Chairperson, the Kazungula MTU is in its fourth
year in operation, and provides semi-skilled artisans
training to the Mega Government projects in the area.
The skills training through the MTU supports a broader
strategy of the ministry by rapidly producing the skills
required by construction companies to meet the large
demands of semi-skilled artisans, without having to
rely on imported labour. The MTU has enrolled 478
trainees between January and December 2016 in various
building, construction and allied industry. Out of the
478 trainees who enrolled, 212 completed skills training
and 103 were employed in various construction related
trades such as bricklayers, carpenters, steel fixing,
electrical installation and plumbers to mention just a
few. Furthermore, such skills training have the intention
to empower trainees to venture into self-employment
opportunities. The remaining 109 trainees are captured
in our database for employment opportunities.
b. Botswana National Productivity Centre (BNPC)
Work Ethic and Labour Management Relations
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Madam Chairperson, reports from the World Economic
Forum (WEF) continue to attribute Botswana’s low
levels of productivity and competitiveness to human
resource-centered issues. While the report indicated
notable improvements in the global business competitive
index, there were still some areas of concern that need
Government’s attention. These are poor work ethic in
the labour force, which stood at 19 per cent, inefficient
Government bureaucracy at a score of 12.7 per cent and
restrictive labour regulations at 11.9 per cent among
others.
The Centre has assessed 31 companies to establish
issues that impact on work ethic and labour management
relations. These companies will be assisted to develop
programmes geared at improving or mitigating some of
the issues that impact adversely on their productivity.
The ultimate goal is to improve employee attitude and
engagement in the work place for improved work ethic.
Capacity Building for Department of Tourism
BNPC entered into an agreement with the Department
of Tourism to capacitate about 1000 personnel from
the tourism sector (including providers of arts and
crafts), Botswana Police, Immigration and Customs
Services. The project was necessitated by the fact that
competition has intensified in competing markets,
including the region, which necessitates the upgrading
of staff skills to serve the tourism industry. To this end,
the sector needs to be equipped with the right tools to
be competent to perform, as well as the right attitudes
and mind sets that complement the beauty in Botswana
and its various facilities. A combination of these skills
and competencies will “enable staff to interact well with
guests and to improve the quality of service delivery in
the industry thus ensuring that tourists are satisfied.”
Private Sector Development Programme (PSDP)
Madam Chairperson, in the financial year 2015/16,
BNPC in collaboration with Business Botswana
implemented the Private Sector Development
Program (PSDP). The Centre supported productivity
improvements in 30 women-led companies during the
2016/17 financial year.
National Service Excellence Framework
Madam Chairperson, National Service Excellence
Framework is a holistic approach intended to stimulate
the country towards a sustainable service improvement
or National service culture. The framework will lead
and help in directing the country to the desired service
quality levels.
For the financial year 2017/18, the Centre will embark
on full implementation of the National Service
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Excellence Framework which will entail recruitment and
registration of organisations, training of more assessors
and consultants, and hosting of the first national service
excellence awards.
BNPC ICT Upgrade
Madam Chairperson, for the year 2017/18 the Centre
will embark on a project to upgrade ICT infrastructure.
This includes the consultancy on user requirements,
revamping of software and hardware infrastructure,
installation and deployment of ICT and training related
to implementation. This will assist BNPC to achieve
one of its key strategic objectives of optimization of
technology in delivering quality services to stakeholders.
CHALLENGES AND INTERVENTIONS
Madam Chairperson, the Ministry continues to struggle
with resource constraints in the execution of its
mandate. Industry growth and complexities outweighs
resource capacity by far. The most hard hit areas
are inspections, mediation and arbitration services.
Additional funding is therefore required to support
training and improvement of staff competencies and
other operational requirements.
Processing of workers’ compensation claims is also a
challenge due to continued disagreements between
claimants and employers regarding injuries suffered,
as well as some companies closing before claimants
are paid their compensation. There are generally undue
delays is compensating employees injured in the
workplace. This is of concern as employees injured in
duty should be compensated without delay.
Madam Chairperson, Occupational Health and Safety
(OH&S) is crucial for ensuring employability, quality
safe jobs, and productive work. It is a prevalent
component of the decent work agenda. Industrial activity
has grown over the course of time, but the number of
inspectors needed to conduct regular inspections of
every site has remained low. This situation is mainly
attributed to resource and skills constraints. The low
inspection rate and the inadequate registration of
factories prior to commencement of operations expose
workers to unhealthy and unsafe working environment
which leads to injuries and accidents overburdening the
workers’ compensation system.
Madam Chairperson, my Ministry, in consultation with
social partners is developing a National OH&S Policy.
The policy is essential to guide the improvement of
health and safety in places of work; it will show the
deliberate course of action adopted by Government in
the prevention of occupational accidents and diseases.
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Madam Chairperson, Madirelo Training and
Testing Centre continue to experience maintenance
and infrastructure challenges thus hampering its
mandate. The hostels and other buildings need major
refurbishment in order for the Centre to keep pace
with the technological advancement of the industry.
My Ministry is also undertaking an Audit of brigades’
infrastructure, machinery and equipment in order to
determine the actual cost of repairs of usable machinery
and replacement. The audit will be finalised end of
March 2017.
PROPOSED MINISTRY BUDGET FOR 2017/18
FINANCIAL YEAR
Madam Chairperson, it is now my pleasure to request
for budgetary provisions under my Ministry for
the financial year 2017/18 for both Recurrent and
Development Expenditure.
Recurrent Budget
Madam Chairperson, the Recurrent Budget allocation
proposal for my Ministry for the financial year 2017/18
is Six Hundred and Thirty Million, Five Hundred and
Seventy Seven Thousand, Three Hundred and Twenty
Pula (P630, 577,320). The budget is allocated as follows:
HEADQUARTERS (P87, 335,970)
Madam Chairperson, I propose that an amount of
Eighty Seven Million, Three Hundred and Thirty Five
Thousand, Nine Hundred and Seventy Pula (P87,
335,970) be allocated under Headquarters.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR AND SOCIAL
SECURITY (P44, 582,280)
Madam Chairperson, I propose that an amount of Forty
Four Million, Five Hundred and Eighty Two Thousand,
Two Hundred and Eighty Pula (P44, 582, 280) be
approved for this Department. This is an increase of One
Million, Nine Hundred and Twenty Nine Thousand,
Three Hundred and Ninety Pula (P1, 929, 390) or 4.5
per cent of the 2016/17 budget allocation. There has
been an increase in allowances to cater for the upkeep
of Labour Attachés’ in Botswana Missions abroad.
DEPARTMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY (P13, 488, 640)
Madam Chairperson, for this Department, I request
that an amount of Thirteen Million, Four Hundred and
Eighty Eight Thousand, Six Hundred and Forty Pula
(P13, 488, 640) be approved. This is a new Department
that operated and budgeted for as a functional unit under
Headquarters during 2016/2017.
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DEPARTMENT OF SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
(P485, 170, 430)
Madam Chairperson, I propose that an amount of
Four Hundred and Eighty Five Million, One Hundred
and Seventy Thousand, Four Hundred and Thirty Pula
(P485, 170, 430) be approved for this Department.
DEVELOPMENT BUDGET
Madam Chairperson, the Development Budget proposal
for my Ministry for the financial year 2017/18 is
Nineteen Million, Three Hundred and Sixty Five
Thousand and Nine Hundred and Eighty Nine (P19 365
989). The budget is allocated as follows:

MINISTER OF TERTIARY EDUCATION,
RESEARCH, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (DR
MADIGELE): Thank you Madam Chairperson. Let
me also thank the Minister for presenting his proposal so
that we can debate it. This is a very important ministry
Honourable.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF HEALTH AND
WELLNESS (MR MAKGALEMELE): Procedure.
Thank you Madam Chairperson. Can you kindly
complete the name, you simply said Honourable Doctor
but we have so many Doctors here. For the record can
you complete that so that it becomes clear that you were
calling Honourable Dr Madigele.

COMPUTERISATION PROJECTS (P12 000 000)

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: I was calling my
Honourable Dr Madigele.

I propose a budget provision of Twelve Million Pula
(P12 000 000) for Computerisation Projects. Out of this,
Ten Million Pula (10 000 000) will be used for the LAN
upgrade and Equipment for the TVET institutions and
Two Million Pula (2 000 000) will be used for the BNPC
Computerisation project.

DR MADIGELE: I am the only real Doctor here, are
you not aware Makgalemele. Honourable Dr Butale,
how are you? Madam Chairperson let me appreciate
that this is a very important ministry. It talks about
unemployment as one of the major challenge we face as
the Government more especially among the youth.

FACILITIES PROJECTS (P4 400 000)

This Ministry also deals with productivity which is
one of the issues that Batswana complain about; they
believe the services are slow or below standard. This is a
Ministry that also encourages skill development; it looks
into ideas that will help us move forward as a country by
trying to deal with the skills gaps. The industry should
be able to communicate with the schools about ways in
which the skills imposed on learners can be beneficial
to them.

A budget allocation of Four million, Four Hundred
Thousand Pula (P4 400 000) is requested for maintenance
of brigades.
FLEET EXPANSION PROJECT (P2 965 989)
A budget allocation of Two million, Nine Hundred and
Sixty Five Thousand and Nine Hundred and Eighty
Nine Pula (P2 965 989) is requested for the purchase of
new vehicles for the Ministry
CONCLUSION
Madam Chairperson, this concludes my presentation
of the 2017/18 Recurrent and Development Budget
proposals for my Ministry. I therefore move that the sum
of Six Hundred and Thirty Million, Five Hundred and
Seventy Seven Thousand, Three Hundred and Twenty
Pula (P630, 577,320) under the Recurrent Budget for
Organisation 2600 be approved and stand part of the
Schedule of the Appropriation (2017/18) Bill, 2017;
and that the sum of Nineteen Million, Three Hundred
and Sixty Five Thousand and Nine Hundred and Eighty
Nine Pula (P19 365 989) for Organisation 2600 under
the Development Budget be approved and stand part of
those estimates for the financial year 2017/18. I move
accordingly. I thank you so much.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Thank you my Member
of Parliament.
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I wish that one day you could find time to pass by
Dipotsana; there is a company called Panda. The
employees of this company have called me twice
or thrice complaining about how your Ministry is
neglecting them. Their biggest grievance was about the
protective clothing; they hardly get any and if they do,
it is usually too late. They dig the clay to make bricks
in Dipotsana. They complained about the dust that they
deal with on daily basis that can potentially cause some
illnesses like lung disease. They also complained about
the fact that they are not allowed to take tea breaks even
though their job involves hard labour and it really strains
the body. I think it is very important that you find time to
check on them and make a follow up on this issue.
While still on the issues of my constituency, there
are lot of farms around the villages of Digawana and
Gopong and most of the people that are employed in
these farms are residents from these villages. These
people are also complaining about their conditions of
service; some said that their working environment is
not conducive. There are no work contracts and this has
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led to some people getting dismissed for petty reasons
like drinking water using a cup that is used by their
boss. These are issues that they mostly complain about
and I think you should visit them and address them.
There have also been claims that some of these farms
have been employing minors because children around
fourteen (14) years are at times found working there.
These villages are affected by serious poverty and there
is a vicious poverty circle because these people are
sometimes dismissed from work and have nothing else
to do as they are not educated.
Moving on to the issue of skills development; I believe
that you will come up with a good resolution especially
when it comes to reviving the brigades. Many Batswana
feel that this word ‘brigades’ has stigma. We grew
up knowing that brigades are looked down upon and
children who did not do well at school were scolded
off by their parents and told that they will end up in
brigades if they do not pull up their socks. It is important
that you turn things around so that our youth can be
interested in our brigades and understand that artisan
jobs can help reduce the issue of unemployment. It does
not take a rocket scientist to realise that Batswana are
not skilled when it comes to jobs like plumbing and
building because they did not study them. This field is
mostly occupied by foreigners and it is important that
we revolutionise this aspect of brigades. I believe that
the change of name would also help like maybe calling
it by an exotic name like Institute of Technology. This
would help in motivating our youth to go and study in
brigades and gain experience that would be beneficial in
society. We should not only encourage our children to
study to become doctors like Honourable Doctor Butale.
It is important to teach our children from the early age
that being an artisan is a good job that can even bring
more money than being a doctor or a lawyer. With that, I
will like to say that I support this budget proposal.
MR REATILE (SPECIALLY ELECTED): Thank
you Madam Chairperson. I would also like to point
out that I support this budget proposal. Even though I
support his budget proposal, I would like to share some
concerns with him that need to be improved once this
budget proposal is approved. Madam Chairperson,
there are employers who get tenders in different areas
like security companies. Security companies are illtreating their employees. The employees are made to
sign monthly contracts so that they appear like they
have just been newly employed and consequently save
the companies from paying out severance benefits.
What is worrying me is that inspections are carried out
yet these issues are never uncovered and presented to
this house together with how they would be addressed.
Another issue that I think needs to be rectified is in your
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department of Occupational Health and Safety. It is
important to hear your report on how many complaints
you received and how many you managed to resolve.
Some people that were reported to be injured in
companies like Debswana, still have not received their
compensation. Some people end up not being assisted
because the unions help people that are still employed
and can still pay the monthly subscription. These
people end up being helpless with no one to turn to.
There would be no one feeling pity for them because
some would have lost their sense of hearing and end
up not receiving compensation. Others would be weak
physically and they would not be compensated at all
Honourable Minister.
Therefore Honourable Minister I would like you to tell
this House when you respond that , after you have been
given the funds, you will go and tell those people that
you have heard their concerns and you will resolve their
problems: those people are suffering at the hands of a
well-established company like Debswana. What are you
going to do so to ensure that tomorrow those people are
proud of you, and they take pride in the fact that you
addressed a challenged that they were faced with.
Still under this Ministry, make sure that you have a
specialist leading your Ministry so that when you keep
going around, this specialist would interpret these
things, looking at them; not depending on Marina. You
have a right to employ an experienced specialist to lead
this department because you keep saying “go there and
get a second opinion because we want it,” eventually
they end up seeking a third opinion. People are not
being compensated. People are not happy; they are
not well but they are already at their homes. They are
always arguing with social workers saying they have
been going back and forth to their offices requesting to
be registered yet their benefits are withheld from them
by a rich company like Debswana which is refusing to
pay people yet the voice of your Ministry is not being
audible enough to advocate for those who have not been
compensated to be paid.
The other one which I would like you to correct
Honourable Minister is on Paragraph 5 on Page 3. You
pointed out that…
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF HEALTH AND
WELLNESS (MR MAKGALEMELE): On a point
of clarification. Thank you Madam Chairperson.
Honourable Member, before moving on from that point,
I wanted to satisfy myself whether I heard you properly
when you earlier on mentioned that, there are unions
that only take care of people when they are still making
monthly contributions?
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MR REATILE: That is the truth Honourable Member
that when people are still formally employed, the union
would say they would represent them during cases
diligently. When this people are no longer working,
when they no longer pay any subscriptions to the union,
they no longer have a parent called a union. They would
just be people who are struggling out there. Now they
will start following the Member of Parliament around
telling him that they have always had an issue with such
a company, hence they would like to be helped; the
union would now be oblivious to the fact that it has to
assist such people. Unions are also departments which
are under Honourable Mabeo’s Ministry. I believe
Batswana are suffering. If you can take an example of
South Africa Honourable Member, if someone works in
a mine and they get involved in a car accident here in
Botswana not in a mine and they become crippled and
they are confined to a wheelchair, they continue taking
care of that person, back at the mine in South Africa.
They would come home once in a while and then go back
to South Africa because unions stick to the agreements.
They do not fight 3 per cent wars; they ensure that they
protect the life of an employee. In our country they only
talk about increments and when someone gets injured in
the line of duty…
MINISTER OF EMPLOYMENT, LABOUR
PRODUCTIVITY AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
(MR MABEO): On a point of clarification Madam
Chairperson. Whilst Honourable Reatile is still on
the floor talking a lot about unions, before diverting to
South Africa, maybe you should explain which ones are
this side so that I follow them up.
MR KEORAPETSE: On a point of procedure Madam
Chairperson. Madam Chairperson, it would not be
procedural for Honourable Reatile to say unions here
only fight for 3 per cent; they are not here to speak for
themselves. In any case when we rise to speak we shall
advocate for them. So I am saying unions are not here to
speak for themselves. We all know that they have made
submissions, even to the Labour Advisory Board, based
on various working conditions besides the 3 per cent.
So, unions should not be shunned saying they are only
focused on fighting for the 3 per cent increment.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: ...(Inaudible)…
MR KEORAPETSE: It does not matter if they are
institutions, those institutions are made up of people
Madam Chairperson, they are not made up of rocks. You
are talking about human beings.
MR REATILE: Thank you Madam Chairperson. The
issue is that the Honourable Member is free to advocate
for unions; here I am advocating for people who have
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been mistreated by unions. If you are taking part in the
abuse of Batswana by unions, enjoying the way they are
mistreating Batswana; speak up Honourable Member
and agree that the way they are being abused by unions
is not enough. They are oppressing them excessively.
Batswana will be listening to you, so here I want unions
to rise because even the people they are representing are
people who are leading such unions.
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of procedure Madam
Chairperson. Madam Chairperson, I just wanted to find
out from the Honourable Member whether it would be
in order for him to talk about the role of unions, which
is advocating for employees to be paid well; saying it
or depicting that role with such disrespect implying
that when they do their job it is not right, they are not
serious or they are just casual about it. Unions are there
to advocate for people to be paid well, right? So I do not
know what the Honourable Member wants the unions
to do. Should they not advocate for people to be paid
well? From there he would say they are abusing people
again; and he is not giving us evidence as to which
union abused the employees, when and where. I believe
we should remind him to come back to the topic at hand.
If there are unions which are not treating officers well
he should mention them by name so that it should be
captured on record that these are ill-treating people, in
what way, and what would be the proof of that.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: That is how he perceives
it. I do not know whether he can have a problem with
pointing that out. Let him continue Honourable Member.
He did not mention anybody by name.
MR REATILE: Madam Speaker, continuing with my
debate; I just wanted to say when the Minister reviews
his points on Page 3 on Paragraph 5, he pointed out the
sum of 12 288, and he pointed out the ones he managed
to solve. These are not tallying because there is a
shortfall of 4 379. Maybe you should try and correct
it Minister because you started with a total, when you
went along breaking it down they had to give you a
total of 12 288 which is captured up there. So when
you conclude you should have corrected that figure,
so that we know whether the 4 000 are people who are
still waiting to be assisted at your office or whether they
failed to be helped completely. So these are some of
the issues that I would like you to touch on when you
respond Honourable Minister.
Lastly; when you do inspections, there is this contractor
who is working on the Kanye/Jwaneng road, but it
starts at Moatle, so those people do work during the
night, but they do not have reflectors to warn us; even
the warning signs are not in order. This would result in
accidents occurring and some people are going to end
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up losing their lives when in the line of duty. Therefore I
wanted to say let their protective clothing be appropriate
for people who work during the night; their attire or
uniform should be visible; rather than wearing the usual
protective clothing which one can wear whilst herding
cattle back at the cattle post. Eventually accidents
would happen and Batswana would lose their lives.
Therefore Honourable Minister when you do these
inspections consider these issues as well, take them into
consideration because if we are only going to do our
inspections during the day yet they can also work on the
road during the night, their clothes not being appropriate
to show that people are busy at work; in future we shall
go on to sing hymns of comfort to the bereaved families.
So look into this situation Honourable Member and get
it in order. Thank you.
DR P. BUTALE (GABORONE CENTRAL): Thank
you Madam Chairperson. Thank you Minister for your
presentation. I want to begin from the onset Minister by
expressing my disappointment because I have questions
and issues that I know every Member of Parliament in
this House deals with on a daily basis. I thought as a
new Ministry you would have seized this opportunity
to then provide to this House a very clear strategic blue
print on how the existence of your Ministry will now
bring about change, will answer those challenges as
we know them to be in existence. I am sorry to say I
am rather disappointed to say, you did not provide this,
except the name of your Ministry. I do not think that it
is clear even to yourselves in the Ministry exactly how
you are going to tackle the challenges that the labour
force in this country is facing, to tackle issues of skills
development as is supposed to be done by your Ministry.
The first issue that I want to talk about is the issue of our
workers, more especially in the private sector. Members
have spoken here about workers who are ill-treated by
their employers and the remedies that you have put in
place as a Government are rather useless; let me put
it that way. They are useless, everyday in my office I
meet people in the security sector who do not even have
contracts to start with, and how do you then protect their
rights? These people are fired everyday, they are…
MINISTER OF EMPLOYMENT, LABOUR
PRODUCTIVITY AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
(MR MABEO): Clarification. Honourable Member of
Parliament, you are talking about contractors but we
all know that in this case the agreement is between the
employer and the employee. How can we help because
we will be waiting for the report during our inspections
when we pick such issues; that is when we deal with
them?
DR P. BUTALE: I think you need to begin Honourable
Minister, by understanding how bad the situation is. I
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think if you have not appreciated this very simple fact,
that if those people, if the rights are violated right from
there, the fact that they do have agreements with their
employers you need to be concerned. If you are saying
it is a matter between an employee and an employer as a
Ministry you will come at the tail end to try and fight for
the rights of the employee you are not talking. You need
to appreciate the holistic problem. I am telling you the
problem starts with worker rights and the understanding
of those rights. I am saying to you today that even the
remedies that you have put in place at Labour, those
people are not doing anything. The other time I spoke
to some of them, they said, “no, even as we ask these
people to come, they tell us I am not going to come” and
there is nothing that they can do. So I think here I am
disappointed because I thought you would come up with
a robustly thought-out remedy that would then address
this kind of problem.
Under the current circumstances, nothing is going to
change, our workers are only going to be following
through this waste of time. The process is a waste of
time. I need that to be recorded. The issue around the
clear strategic blue print that I was speaking about I
expected you Minister to speak to strategic partnership
and apprenticeships in technical skills. I thought you
would lay out a clear pathway to say, now this is how we
are going to link these skills, through these partnerships,
how we are going to link them through the hubs that we
have. Let us talk about the mineral sector for example,
this skills development, how are we going to link it to
the diamond hub, mineral beneficiation for example.
When you talk about meat processing…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
DR P. BUTALE: When you talk about agriculture,
when you talk about flour production, how are you
going to coordinate this, to ensure that in the end we
have the requisite skills that we need in the economy,
but it does not come out clear. We do not know how you
are going do it, because if you cannot put it down, if
you cannot express it in writing, then you are not going
to be able to do anything. I expected you to give us an
understanding of the quantum of skills that we have …
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Some Member is
seeking clarification.
DR P. BUTALE: No, he speaks so slowly, he is going
to eat a lot of my time.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
DR P. BUTALE: Let me finish this issue; I wanted
you to talk Minister about the quantum of skills that
we have that we are producing in these key sectors that
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we have identified as key drivers in our economy. How
much are we able to produce at the moment. If there
is a shortfall how are you going to make up for the
shortfall, in these key sectors that we believe are key
drivers of our economy. This is exactly what I think a
blue print should have done. I think for me you would
have motivated for the existence of your Ministry and
you have not done that as I am standing here. You can
ask for clarification Minister Mabeo if you still want
it. I think also another issue that I expected of you is a
comprehensive list of traits, standard levels,that would
deal with the current confusion that I see in the skills
sector. The European Union (EU) have something they
call quality framework for apprenticeships. It is clear
to everybody that these are the standards, these are the
levels and this is what you require. Right now you have
ad hoc solutions at Dr Madigele, where we wake up
tomorrow and say, no today we are not going to sponsor
this particular course, you drop a student doing third
year. Next year that course is back in fashion you are
sponsoring it again. So we need you to help us come
up with a very clearly thought-out framework. We need
those comprehensive lists of traits, standards, level and
qualifications, so that we know the terrain.

are working towards, because you have a very nicely
titled Ministry Honourable Minister. The title is nice,
but is also ominous, you need to now tell us exactly
what it means, what you are going to do. I thought these
are issues that you needed to have articulated but you
have not. How are you going to protect the rights of our
workers? How are you going to ensure we have the right
skills that we need to take this economy forward?

I also thought Minister another example that you can
look at in this comprehensive list of traits, is Germany,
they have a very clear cut example that you can follow
and learn from. As of now I think we have not even
started to come out of the current confusion. These skills
and traits that I was talking about, how do they become
part of our education system, how do you marry it to the
mainstream education system. I am thinking you need
to get back as you answer us, to tell us how are you
going to make it such that during an education journey
of any student you are able to identify a student who
needs to be diverted to a certain trait; timeously and
you are able to then identify those who need to follow
a certain path. How do you marry these skills to the
mainstream education system? I think you have not
seized the moment to do that for me. I think when you
talk about technical colleges in terms of what is needed
in such technical colleges, I know my friend Honourable
Dr Madigele would attest to this, he found a lot of
challenges in the tertiary education system. Where you
find colleges that are supposed to be technical colleges
privately owned, offering technical education but they
do not have the basics in terms of laboratories that you
need for you to come out as a qualified technician. I
am saying budgets even for those that are owned by
Government in terms of student facilities, laboratories,
equipment, how do you bring this together in a clearly
articulated strategic blue print that would tell us indeed
what has changed is not only names of ministries, but
indeed there is something that they are going to do, they

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Did you hear him since
he was making noise?
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MINISTER
OF
AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD SECURITY
(MR RALOTSIA): Thank you very much Madam
Chairperson and good afternoon. I am going to be very
brief.
First of all I would like to thank Honourable Mabeo
for the excellent presentation and assure you that I
endorse your request. In my endorsement, I would like
to state that only in very rare instances, I will agree with
Honourable Dr Butale like today Madam Chairperson.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MR RALOTSIA: No, rare, like today Madam
Chairperson.

MR RALOTSIA: Of course, my ears have learnt to
adjust to his boisterous approach to issues.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of procedure. The Minister
of Food is speaking and eating at the same time. I am
not sure if we are going to manage to hear him.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Spit out! Spit out what
you are eating.
MR RALOTSIA: Madam Chairperson, I have a habit
of chewing my tongue occasionally maybe he is not
aware. I will indicate areas where I agree with him as
I continue.
The first thing I want to say to you Honourable Mabeo
is that, the biggest village in the Southern District is by
far Kanye. Like I said to Honourable Batshu, for some
unknown reasons, your Regional Head Office (Labour)
is not housed in Kanye. I calculate this as a disadvantage
to the community of Kanye and they also see it as such.
They have asked me to make a request that they need
your office in Kanye not in any village which is smaller
than Kanye.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: It should be taken to
Molapowabojang.
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MR RALOTSIA: No, Molapowabojang is not Kanye, I
am saying Kanye. That is my request Honourable.
I also agree with Honourable Butale when he says
that when we do skills development, we should have a
projection. We should look at what skills we will require
in the next coming years and make our plans in such a
way that, when the projected time comes, we will then
focus on producing people with the skills we need, and
engage them in different jobs at that time. This thing
requires a very deliberate plan in place which can be
interrogated to say, “by this period, we will need a
certain number of arc welders and electricians of this
qualification.” Furthermore we have to make a decision
so that even those who provide guidance, should do so
looking at the demands of the economy at that time and
what it means.
Moreover we need to …
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of clarification. I am glad
that you agree with me. My question is, since we both
agree that Kanye is a big village and as the Minister
of Agriculture, do you not see the need to have an
Agricultural Service Centre in Kanye to show that man
what you mean by a big village?
MR RALOTSIA: Now, you want to contaminate
my thinking. Agricultural Service Centres are best
placed in the agricultural production areas than Kanye
Honourable. I know that by saying I agree with you, I
will soon be derailed. We cannot develop skills or the
right skills if we are not associating our plans to the
world of work. A plan must be a product of the demands
of the world of work. I think we need to do this. I think
this is what Honourable Butale was saying that we need
to correlate with such issues.
Again skills development does not necessarily have to
be academic as I look at things. In Kanye, one of the best
welders not only in Kanye but Botswana as a whole has
learned through practical work not academics. I believe
that Honourable Kesupile knows him; Mr Mogwe. This
man is very skilled in welding and he is known in any
industry even the mines know him. When it is difficult
they go and fetch him saying, “there is a welder in
Kanye who can help us.” They do not request for his
certificates, they know his work.
There is another one also who is a well renowned
electrician. Botswana Power Corporation (BPC) know
this person very well, they are not many in Botswana.
He is one person who is consulted when the situation
is difficult. What I am saying is that, because we know
that …
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MINISTER OF TERTIARY EDUCATION,
RESEARCH, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
(DR MADIGELE): On a point of procedure. Madam
Chairperson, the Minister has now switched to Setswana
but he started debating in English.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Minister, go back to the
language you used when you started your debate and
stop code switching.
MR RALOTSIA: Thank you very much for bringing
me back to the road; it is because of my equal eloquence
in the two (2) languages Honourable Madigele.
All I am saying Madam Chairperson is that the
development of skills does not necessarily have to be
academic in terms of going into a formal classroom and
being lectured on the skills. We need to expose people
to the real practical world of work where people will
be acquiring skills as and when they do the job, what
we sometimes say it is on the job training. This is very
important because it is training coupled with production.
I want to invite Honourable Mabeo as well as
Honourable Madigele that as we come up with this skills
development, we should bring on board the Ministry of
Agricultural Development and Food Security for it is us
who are responsible for feeding the nation and we need
to do it with the highest skill. We cannot continue to do
things the same old way as our fathers did them. We
need to approach things more skilfully and even quicker
than it has been. In as much the Botswana University
of Agriculture and Natural Resources (BUAN) is
important, we need to appreciate the fact that there
are people who are already in production, who are not
necessarily skilled in the area for which they so much
have a passion. People like Honourable Molale, whom
I believe is one of the farmers but his skills need to be
sharpened. There are young farmers that we can utilise.
We should equip them with skills in such a way that they
know what productivity is about. The production which
any unit can give you. For instance, if you have a hectare,
what is the maximum that this hectare can give you on
a particular crop as opposed to the current situation
where people just plough without any profit estimation
expected even if we teach them to plough basing on
that? But we need to appreciate this fact. I know this
is my area. I am saying, we need to collaborate, work
together and appreciate the fact that some of our people
want to quicken production.
MR KESUPILE (KANYE SOUTH): Thank you Mr
Chairman. I would also like to forward my submission
towards the proposed budget tabled by the Honourable
Minister. A lot of Honourable Members have already
commented on some issues that affect his Ministry.
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I would like to quickly touch on complaints raised by
employees. It seems like employees are not aware of
their rights and even their employers are quite about
them. You will find that a lot of employees who launch
their grievances come with the same issue which they
were not briefed about before they assumed duty. That
means somehow employers do not disclose all the
information their employees need regarding their rights.
At times you are forced to sit down with the employee
to calculate the money that they are supposed to be paid
should they lose their job or the money they accrued for
overtime. That is a clear indication that the employer
has never sat down with the employers to take them
through their terms of payment.
I was wondering if there is an office responsible for
handling labour disputes and where they are situated
because it is hard to hear about any issue of that sort
that they have handled. In Kanye, there are rumours that
some of the employers have befriended some officers at
the Labour office. This means those that come with their
grievances are not able to receive the relevant help they
need and they end up going to the office of the Member
of Parliament. When the Member of Parliament contacts
the Labour office, they behave as if they have really
assisted the concerned person and they will ask you to
send that person to their office so that they can continue
with their case. Otherwise they are forced to accelerate
it to Lobatse where it is not even a guarantee that they
will receive the relevant help they need.
Honourable Minister, do not take this issue of your
officers befriending company owners lightly. Even if
you can dispute it secretly in your heart, do not take it
for granted because it may be true. Sometimes these
allegations are aggravated by the current situation
which forces people to have that mentality. You know
that we tabled a motion which advocated for essential
services but you negated being favoured by numbers
as is the trend in Parliament. We are against the notion
that if some cadre were to go on strike, people will lose
their lives but we know that that is not true. You have
stated that you are still negotiating with workers unions
concerning this issue and we are saying you should
try to be hasty about it because the employees are not
happy about it so much that it has even affected their
productivity and attitude at work.
Those people who have worked at the mines in South
Africa had no idea that they earned some pension money
while on duty. Some of them lost their jobs due to
ailments because they were suffering from tuberculosis.
Some of them were given long letters which they could
not read but the contents of the letter required that they
should go for treatment for six months after which if
the situation is not getting better, they will let the mine
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know. Some of them passed on and their spouses have
never submitted those letters to the relevant authorities.
There are some people in Kanye who have grouped
themselves to try to address this issue and I will request
you to liaise with these people to help them get their
benefits because the lawyers are there waiting to assist
those who submit their claims. These poor people are
clueless of what happens that side, even the claims they
receive, they are not sure if they are not being cheated
or not. There are some who are requested to submit post
mortem, failure to do so means they will not be able to
get that money.
In some companies, the working environment is not
conducive for the employees because I sometimes ask
for bathrooms in some of the companies when I am
doing my shopping, and you will find that they are
in a bad condition. They are then forced to use their
own bathrooms at home because the ones provided
for at work are not in good condition. If you ask to
use bathrooms as a customer, you will see the owner
displeased about it because they know how bad it is and
they wish you would change your mind about the use of
it. When you get there, you will step on a lot of things
before you reach the toilet. So, this shows that different
work places are not conducive. And you get to wonder if
such a worker can be productive if the thought of going
to a toilet saddens them. This is a challenge and this may
imply that your standards are too low. Maybe you have
told inspectors not to worry about standards; it is fine as
long as factories have employed our children.
When you go to a clinic and request to use a toilet, you
will find them refreshing and these are the kind of toilets
that we want even at the factories so that even when a
worker has a headache, they may feel refreshed after
visiting the toilet. You should look into this Minister.
Inspectors…
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Chillyboy,
count members before you go out.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: You have a bad attitude; I
am going to punish you if you go.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: I have an upset stomach
Madam Chairperson.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: You are not telling the
truth.
MR KESUPILE: It means that inspectors…Stop at the
door. Has it collapsed Madam Chairperson?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
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MADAM CHAIRPERSON: He has collapsed the
quorum but when he comes back he will want me to
give him the floor.
MR KESUPILE: Madam Chairperson, I was saying
that the Minister should remember that at his previous
Ministry at Roads, there were workers issues there and
therefore, he should make a follow up on them as well.
MINISTER OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND
COOPERATION (DR VENSON-MOITOI): Thank
you Madam Chairperson. I rise to support the Minister
on his proposal. Since all of us are in support, I had not
intended to talk, but I have seen it necessary. I have
realised that some Members tend to forget the duties of
workers unions. It seems like some people want us to
forget the unions and it is like it is becoming a norm that
every time they are heard or seen on the streets is when
they complain about salary increments. That is what
they are normally known for.
We wish workers unions to stand up and say, “our toilets
are not conducive and we are not working today.” They
should complain about unfavourable workplaces. I wish
unions could talk about these things and I will give you
an example of what I said to the unions. At the mines
there is something called Training and Localisation
Programme. Every year when Ministers want to retract
Standard 10 foreigners’ permits who work in mines, it
would be said that the Motswana who was there does
not qualify, but there is something called ‘tripartite’,
where workers unions and the mine are represented.
The Minister wants a justification from this tripartite as
to whether to release that foreigner so that they localise
that position and that is where workers unions should
come in and ensure that one of their own is given that
position but they will all be mum. Thereafter…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Ah!
DR VENSON-MOITOI: No, you cannot say, “ah!” I
was the Deputy Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of
Labour and Home Affairs, back then.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Correction.
DR VENSON-MOITOI: You cannot correct me; I am
telling you what I know. I told them that…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs) …
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Procedure.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Correction.
DR VENSON-MOITOI: You cannot correct, I am
telling you.
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MR NTLHAILE: On a point of order. Madam
Chairperson, the Minister is out of order to be castigating
entities that are not here, why is she doing that? They
are not here to defend themselves.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No, she is not naming
anyone. Let her proceed. Proceed.
MR NTLHAILE: She is talking about unions and we
know whom she is referring to.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Earlier on I made a
ruling when another Member was talking about unions.
Proceed Honourable Member.
MR NTLHAILE: We know whom she is talking about.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Proceed Honourable
Member, I have given you the floor.
DR VENSON-MOITOI: We are talking about
administrative issues. We are talking on behalf of our
workers. Localisation; we want Batswana to assume
positions that are held by foreigners. If they cannot
represent them…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
DR VENSON-MOITOI: I am on the floor. I got you.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Kgoroba is requesting
for procedure; let us hear him out. But I said I will
punish him if he will always go out even when we are
talking to him.
MR KGOROBA: Procedure. Madam Chairperson,
I have a concern. Members of this House are 61 and
we only need 21. We are always here to maintain the
quorum and even when we are pressed, we cannot be
released. Madam Chairperson, talk to the members, we
should be 61 in Parliament. We should not suffer when
we want to go to the toilets.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: … (Laughter!)…I do not
know what they are saying you should close. I am not
getting there. I do not want to provoke you. Proceed Dr
Butale.
DR P. BUTALE: Point of order. Thank you Madam
Chairperson. Madam Chairperson, the Minister on the
floor is not telling the House the truth. She is saying that
unions should be entrusted with localisation of positions
and Government is distancing itself. We know that the
current Government does not like unions and everything
that they say. So…
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MADAM CHAIRPERSON: That is not a point of
order.

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Do not dwell on it
because it is not a point of order. You just tricked us.

DR P. BUTALE: So, I would like her to tell the truth.
She should also tell us why her Government is failing to
localise jobs.

MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: I wanted to refute
her claims that it is not a fact that the unions do
not communicate workers issues. They talk about
localisation, from the point of view which she is putting
up. I have evidence and I can provide the minutes. I can
provide you with what the Miners Union discussed and
the day that was discussed as well…

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: You are out of order. That
is not a point of order. Proceed Minister.
DR VENSON-MOITOI: Listen to me Honourable
Butale and speak for your people so that Government
can take jobs from foreigners at Orapa and make
Batswana their understudies. There is a tripartite, you
should learn the procedure. When Government asks the
union at Orapa if that foreigner has an understudy, if
there is none, the union should strike because that is
the duty of the union. The tripartite at Labour should
then be notified. When the contract or the permit of the
foreigner is renewed, the union must strike against the
renewal of such because now there is a Motswana who
qualifies for that position. That is the duty of the union.
They are not doing their job. Fact! Fact! I am not saying
this out of the blues; you can even take me to court.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
DR VENSON-MOITOI: No, you are not doing your
job. Madam Chairperson that is the truth and unions…
DR MMATLI: On a point of order. Madam Chairperson,
it appears as if the Honourable Minister is attacking the
unions as well as us. She is attacking us when she says
that we only complain. I would like you to instruct her
to withdraw those words because she cannot attack the
unions and include us as well. She even pointed a finger
at us saying, ‘‘ngangang!’’
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No, she should not
withdraw the words, “nganga, nganga.”
DR
VENSON-MOITOI:
You
did
not
complain,“nganga, nganga” Honourable Members. You
will mess up what the unions wanted to communicate.
If you want to assist you should know the procedure
so that you can advise them well. The purpose of the
tripartite…
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: On a point of order.
Thank you Honourable Chairperson. I should clarify
something here. I can vouch for the Miners Union. I
visited their offices in Selebi Phikwe and they showed
me minutes from a meeting they held with the BCL
management talking about issues of localisation. They
met with the management to discuss the very issues that
the Honourable Minister has been saying that they never
talk about. I wanted the Minister…
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MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Sit down Honourable
Mokgware. You should refrain from tricking us. If you
stand on a point of order knowing very well that it is a
correction, then you are cheating.
DR VENSON-MOITOI: If they indeed talked to the
management and what they wanted was not accepted
then they have a right to approach the Minister at
the tripartite. What they instead did was to go on
demonstration saying that the management did not listen
to them. I was saying that all you know is demonstrating
against small wages and never about localisation. If
they can do that that is when I will know that unions
are really doing their job; if there can be a strike about
a Motswana not being given a job by the mine then
that is when I will understand but all you know is to
demonstrate about wages.
MR KEORAPETSE: On a point of procedure.
Madam Chairperson, I am happy that His Honour
the Vice President has arrived. He can explain to the
Minister that in the petition from the Botswana Mine
Workers Union there is only one sentence where they
talk about wages but the rest talked about accidents in
the mine, and that it is not being localised. They talked
about occupational health and safety. That is what they
talked about. We cannot just keep quiet and listen to
people being castigated Madam Chairperson; it is not
procedural. It is not true what she is saying.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: It is a correction.
MR KEORAPETSE: No it is not a correction, she is
out of procedure.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Do not keep standing on
points of corrections. I want to move from this chair
to sit on the one where I can be able to mute those
microphones but unfortunately I cannot do that. It is not
a point of procedure, stop taking chances.
DR VENSON-MOITOI: They want me to say it in
English; statistically speaking, the number of strikes
we have had in this country are more about money and
pay rise than about matters of interest on conditions of
services of the workers.
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HONOURABLE MEMBER: Provide evidence.
EXCHANGE OF SPEAKERSHIP
DR VENSON-MOITOI: Find the statistics and they
will provide the evidence. You are just refusing to
accept the truth.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
DR VENSON-MOITOI: Mr Chairperson, the points
of order that people are calling out for; I will only stop
when you ask me to because I still want to talk.
I want the unions to be serious and represent the workers
so that they can have a strong voice and so that the
government can know that unions are part of it …
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of order. Mr Chairperson,
I think we need to ascertain what the procedure is in this
House. If a Member stands and clearly demonstrates
that they have a very casual approach to the truth and
factual information, and we are expected to sit down and
keep quite when she says that unions never talk about
localisation. When I corrected what she said I was told
that it is not a point of order and that I should sit down.
Should we continue as a House on misinformation,
which then forms part of our record, which unions
never talk about localisation at the tripartite mechanism
that has been put in place? I think you need to rule and
ensure that we speak facts in this House. We do not
create facts for ourselves, facts are stubborn Honourable
Chairperson, and they do not change simply because
you want them to change. Assist us on how we are to
proceed on this fact?
MR CHAIRPERSON (MR MOLATLHEGI): I just
got into the House and so I do not know much about the
issue you are raising, so you cannot expect that ruling
from me at this point. Let me determine the direction of
your debate. Proceed Honourable Mother.
DR VENSON-MOITOI: Honourable Members I am
saying that you should encourage the unions not to only
talk about issues of wages. When it comes to issues of
localisation we should insist on seeing the jobs held
by Batswana. We should not wait to come and attack
the Minister in Parliament. We should rather meet with
the Minister in Orapa, Jwaneng and Morupule. If the
Minister refuses then we can bring it up in Parliament
that he refused to meet with us. That is a better attack
than hearsay. For Honourable Butale to come and stand
here and inform the Minister that his officers refused
to do something does not help. Honourable Butale I
would be happy that if it so happened that the officers
refuse to do something you engage the Minister and if
the Minister refuses to meet with you then that is when
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you can come here and state that he refused. People will
listen to you in that case. If they refuse and you also do
not follow it up then it appears like you are giving up. If
you give up then it does not help because the Minister
will then refute your claims in the House. That does not
work. That is what I am saying. We do not represent
people well and then we spend time hurling unpleasant
words at each other. That is not work. People did not
vote for us to come and fight with words rather they
brought us here to work. I am saying something that I
am well aware of so let us do something. Going on strike
just because a toilet is not working and the conditions
of service are not good is not right. I thank you Mr
Chairperson.
MR RANTUANA (RAMOTSWA): I thank you Mr
Chairman, I managed to catch your eye as soon as you
arrived…
MR CHAIRPERSON: Just speak.
MR RANTUANA: I would like to start by saying the
Minister’s budget for Labour is very low, where did he
go? Morespecially if we consider the fact that last time
when we were discussing the National Development
Plan 11 (NDP) we talked about Human Capital
Development. I do not think that the budget that you
have reserved for Skills Development would be enough
to upgrade the skills that Batswana have. The Budget is
P485, 000,000 and I do not believe that it will be enough
to be used for skills development for the whole year.
I will get back to another issue that is really touching.
There are companies in Botswana, more specially the
chain stores where our children work for long hours.
They work from nine o’clock in the morning up until
nine in the evening. They are not safe because they
are paid very low salaries and when they raise their
grievances they are told that other people who want the
job are outside waiting to be hired. So our children work
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. in the tills making money for the
companies that are donating for the charities, we do not
know how these charities help these workers.
Their salaries are shocking, P4.95 per hour and if you
multiply P4.95 by 8, then it means he is paid P47.00
daily. I believe that it is also upon our government to see
to it that he increases these salaries. P4.95 per hour is a
payment for slavery. This means the person is paid P900
monthly, where he uses the same money for transport
and food. He spends the whole day there and then after
work he is forced to walk home because he does not
have money to pay taxis. Their bags and cell phones are
snatched by the thieves and the worst is when some of
them end up being killed, but they make a lot of money
for these chain stores.
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There is another wholesale that has joined these chain
stores. It is called Sefalana, its workers work overtime,
they work from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and they take day
offs twice in a month. You will find somebody having
worked there for 5 years but still earning P1000, when
he has a home and children who are schooling. I do not
understand why our government is not coming up with
living ways that will allow our children not to work as
slaves in these chain stores.
There are some who work in your chicken factories
Honourable Minister.
MINISTER OF EMPLOYMENT, LABOUR
PRODUCTIVITY AND SKILLS DEVELOPMET
(MR MABEO): Point of order. I thought the Honourable
Member for Ramotswa should explain whether he is
referring to a name when he says “Dikoko tsa rona” or
he means our chicken. He should explain or withdraw
those words.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Rantuana, the
question is whether you are referring to Botswana
chickens or what are you referring to?
MR RANTUANA: Yes I am referring to Botswana
chickens Mr Chairman. These people work in cold
rooms and end up catching diseases such as pneumonia
and then when they become unfit to continue working
they are compensated with a small amount of money
that does not help them in any way. If you leave the
job because of pneumonia and then you go twice at
Bamalete Lutheran Hospital (BLH), you are referred
to Marina because the X-ray machines in BLH are not
working. When you get to Marina the x-ray machines
are not working, you are then forced to go somewhere
else. That compensation money gets finished quickly.
There are those who work in companies such as Tswana
Steel. They work in very high temperatures and this
weakens their health. One of them his arms have been
amputated because the working conditions at his work
are not conducive. Why can we plan our compensation
like how it is done by the Motor Vehicle Accident
(MVA) Fund; we should be able to take care of a worker
who got injured at work for some time. For an example
they should see to it that if the worker lost the legs or
arms they buy him something that he could use. If they
give him let us say P10 000, after two weeks the money
gets finished.
The Minister has talked about the inefficiency of
Government bureaucracy, I agree with you. So what
are you doing to correct that? It is very difficult to
run a business in our country because of too much
bureaucracy. For one to open a small shop you have to go
through all the departments until you get to the council.
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When you get there, they will request for a lot of things
after you had gone to the Registry of Companies and
other places. The Registry of Companies should be in
one place with licensing where you have access to all
the offices quickly.
In Gamalete there are some companies that side of
Bolux and our Labour officers cannot go there for
inspection because there is limited transport, however
you have given them only P2 million budget. Will the P2
million be enough to purchase a new car and to service
other government vehicles that need a lot of money? I
am pleading to you Honourable Minister that you buy
them a vehicle in Ramotswa because there is need for
inspection in areas such as Notwane and Bolux up to
Lobatse Estate. So Minister please ensure that transport
is availed so that our people can be assisted.
There are those who hold Brigade qualification such as
plumbers. After finishing their studies, they are hired in
Chinese and other foreigner’s shops that pay them less
than P1500. The person then ends up discouraged and
he leaves the job. People with Architectural Design and
Drafting are also unemployed, they are just loitering.
Nobody is giving them jobs because all the building
projects have been taken by Time Projects companies.
They have been taken by foreigners and ordinary
Motswana who did low level Architectural Design and
Drafting cannot fit there. If he does he can end up doing
labour work for the builders because he would not be
experienced in that field.
Another issue concerns brigades Honourable Minister,
ever since the Government took over brigades they have
turned them into deserted places, and workshops do not
have anything because of the Government’s procurement
procedures. For example, Tswelelopele Brigade used to
fix cars for Ramotswa residents making money for itself
as well as providing practical practice for the students.
Dr Madigele suggested that the name “brigades” should
be changed, but this name is just okay, whether they
are called brigades or technikon it is just okay, what
matters is that their syllabi should be improved and their
allowance should be increased to match that of other
tertiary institutions instead of P300.00 then students
will not have a problem with studying in brigades. We
have a lot of skilled people who attended Tswelelopele
Brigade. Honourable Molale knows that when we were
at Moeding there was a carpentry shop and these courses
are not meant for people who did not pass their Form 2,
they are meant for someone who went to school. They
must be included in the main education system…
MR CHAIRPERSON: Your time is up!
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MR KHAN (MOLEPOLOLE NORTH): Thank you
Honourable Chairperson. Let me just quickly go through
the speech. I want to speak on the next one and hoping
that you will give me the floor Honourable Chairperson
in the next chapter, because I have not said anything in
the previous chapters as I was waiting for these ones. I
will not take much time so that the Honourable Minister
can dwell on the issue which I will present to him
through you Mr Chairperson. The issue that we have to
review and consider very seriously is the issue regarding
the payment of workers. The Mother of the House is
saying that when the unions continue to discuss with
Honourable Ministers when there is a strike, it is mainly
on pay rise. It is very important that we understand that
our payments in Botswana are rather low comparatively
with some of the counterparts in the region, particularly
that we had independence prior to all these countries
surrounding us. We should be advanced more so that
we have the advantage of the wealth comparatively to
our population, as compared to the other countries. We
have an added advantage to drive the agenda of having
a very fair pay to our workers. Let me just give you a
typical example of what I am speaking of, if you look at
the major supermarkets that are being run in our country
comparatively, why I am saying supermarkets, it is
because they have a high employment role. Their pay
as compared to the other operations across the borders
as in Mafikeng, you find that the pay is vastly different.
You take a teller here in Botswana as opposed to a teller
in South Africa, Zeerust and these are our families,
Batswana speaking, we have families in Mafikeng and
Zeerust, somehow we are connected, we are one. We
have the same cultures, everything, we share the border,
we are very close to each other, but their pay is double as
compared to our people. We have to understand that we
are not being fair to the workers of this country. It goes
without saying that if the workers earn reasonably well,
the economy of the country will be boosted, because the
worker will have more money to spend. We have got to
also look at a worker...
MINISTER OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
AND COOPERATION (DR VENSON-MOITOI):
Clarification. I am not eating on your time Honourable
Member. Nobody says our salaries are high at all,
but please look at the level of subsidisation that takes
place in our country on everything. On all our services,
particularly health (P5 at the health facilities), water
(more than 60 per cent), electricity, school free, all the
way to tertiary.
MR KHAN: When I initiated my talk, I mentioned very
clearly that we have an added advantage over all the
other countries in the region. Nobody can dispute that,
but the bottom line figure per capita income that we look
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at here in Botswana is much higher than the others in the
region. We are much stronger in terms of the wealth that
we have comparatively to the population. It is simple
mathematics, and I do not even have to do accountancy
for this. I do not even have to go to school to understand
this, it is simple, the wealth versus the population we
are much higher, and much stronger. Therefore the
benefits automatically have to be derived by the people
of this country through that system. I am talking about
the worker at the private sector, and the Government
has to review, that is all I am asking, review. Under the
circumstances, they are demotivated, when they hear
that their counterparts are having double their salary
just across the border. They talk to their relatives over
there, “I get 3 and half thousand Rand”, “oh we are only
getting P1.2 for the same job.” How motivated should
that person be? I am giving an example. I mean look
at it, think about it. I would feel demotivated, I am a
Member of Parliament, I am earning a quarter of what
South Africans get, am I happy? I am not really happy,
but I sacrificed myself. I am working on a sacrificial
job, which is different from them. They are working for
what, to make sure that they can make a livelihood, to
build a house, buy a car and send their children to better
schools and so on and so forth. This is what they are
working for, that’s what workers want. They want a pay
rise and everyone wants that. You and me sitting here,
we are sacrificial. So yes we can still try, even though I
would like a pay rise your Honour.
Let me talk about Molepolole Honourable Minister
through you Mr Chairperson. Molepolole is suffering
greatly, one of the largest populated villages in
the country. We have been left behind in a lot of
developments. Most of you Ministers have been very
kind and generous in your understanding of the fact that
Molepolole has been left behind in the past in terms
of infrastructural development and you have shown
your keen interest in wanting to assist to get to a level
of standard which we will all appreciate. With what
the Honourable Minister of Finance and Economic
Development, Honourable Matambo said, that now
we are talking about the rural -urban migration, yes it
is true. If we can facilitate programmes or projects of
infrastructural development in Molepolole, I am just
giving an example, village development, then we are
able to create jobs in the rural areas. People will not
have to come to urban centres to look for jobs. A lot of
people from Molepolole work in Gaborone, let me be
honest with you, but it is not all going well for them,
because they are unable to save since the rentals are
very high and it is expensive to live here.
Let me make this point, Honourable Minister through
the Chairperson, there is a Kweneng Rural Development
Association (KRDA), we have the brigades there.
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Initially we had a committee running the brigades. Under
that, Bakwena bought out some assets and now they call
it Bakwena Community Development Association and
it is Bakwena, not for Molepolole, you are included
Honourable Minister. We are saying that Bakwena
Community Development Association owns some
assets, some land, some filling station, the Mafenyatlala
Mall which actually belongs to Bakwena and I think
you know a bit about it. The Bakwena Community
Development Association has a plot which is 150
hectares next to the show grounds at Molepolole and I
am suggesting to you through this House that please if
you see it fit for you to negotiate or talk to the Bakwena
Community Development Association and acquire at
least a 100 hectares piece of land. I am just giving an
example of proposal where you could look into it, get the
100 hectares of that land, which is reasonably located in
Molepolole and you can build a proper technikon for
people of Molepolole. That technikon will then assist
because it is centrally located; Thamaga on the other
side, Lentsweletau and Letlhakeng on the other side.
They will all benefit from the technikon which will be
centrally located in Molepolole. I request, please, with
all humility that you should look into it, put up a proper
technikon, because where that brigade is situated has
no room for expansion, whatsoever. Hundred (100)
hectares would be ideal for a proper technikon to be
established for the long term for our people in that area.
Thank you very much.
MAJ.
GEN.
MOKGWARE
(GABANE–
MMANKGODI): Thank Mr Chairperson. Let me start
by applauding our unions in Botswana for representing
and educating Motswana about his/her rights they should
keep it up because there is no one who can volunteer to
do such. They are the only ones who can represent and
teach Motswana about his/her rights, they should not
be demoralised because there are negative forces which
fails to listen to them and do not want to see them doing
that but one day they will know what a union is. Let me
explain that it is true that they are currently supporting
localisation so that Batswana can be hired.
Honourable Minister I am not going to dwell too much
on the points I agree with like those raised by Honourable
Butale and Honourable Minister Ralotsia that it is
time your Ministry conduct an intensive research to
show the skills we want in what year, for example, in
a certain year we will no longer require carpenters.
Currently when you build a house, a carpenter,
bricklayer, electrician and plumbers are foreigners
and that is not good for homes. You should strengthen
your brigades. I think that you should address the
inefficiency you were talking about by coming up with
a strategic blueprint and even debate it in this House.
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The issue I would like to talk about Honourable is in
Page 5 of your presentation, earlier on I tried to correct
but you failed to yield. It is not clear because it reads,
“In relation to resolution of dispute, for the period 1st
April to 28th February 2017…” I would like to stop here.
If you read it, it does not state which April, of which
year? Can you kindly correct that. I do not know which
year you are talking about. Page 3 Paragraph 5, try to
correct because it is not clear. I do not know which
April, you are talking about, it reads, “1st April to 28th
February 2017.”
One thing which impressed me is that you indicated that
12 000 people laid complaints. When I read through the
sums it shows that you quoted that 3 800 were settled
and 1 700 were referred to the Industrial Court and so
on. It means 6 000 are pending, what are you doing
about them Minister? It has been a year now… I want
to assume that it is 1st April 2016 if I correct you. You
will correct if I am wrong. 6 000 are pending and are
still in your office, what does that mean? Where are
the complainants, where are those people? That is the
truth, in my constituency I have many complainants and
every time when they lay a complaint they are given
a minimum of three months so that their case can be
heard. How will a person who was fired without being
paid severance benefits then has to stay three months
without working and was earning only P900, how is
that person going to survive. How is she/he going to pay
rent? That shows delay from your office which means
you could have come up with ways to solve the issue.
This issue is a huge burden for Motswana who received
minimum wage and was unfairly dismissed.
Honourable Minister, the security company owners are
the ones ill-treating Batswana, I do not know when was
the last time you visited them. You should appoint a
taskforce which will visit security companies and see
how they are ill-treating Batswana. First of all they
do not give them the right uniform, they wear their
personal clothes to work. Secondly, they are paid late.
Thirdly, they offer them one month contracts it means
every month their contracts are renewed; they can fire
them as they wish. Even if your office can summon
security companies they never show up, I believe that it
is the 1000 plus you highlighted here that they failed to
present themselves when they were called for resolution
of disputes with the complainants. I do not know
which action you are undertaking against the security
companies to ensure that their pending cases can be
quickly solved.
Some of the people who are suffering mostly at my
constituency are diamond polishers. If you can visit
there…I do not know when the last time you visited
them was. I once talked about these people that they
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are suffering, they earn peanuts. Those employees are
polishing diamonds and work with dangerous chemicals
but they do not wear protective clothing, without enough
ventilation. They are locked in the morning inside those
fumes and they are only going to knock off at 5 o’ clock
in the evening. There are no medical examinations to
see how much these chemicals affect their health, this
is a huge concern.
These employees are the major contributors to the
economy of Botswana. Right now they are placed under
essential services, they cannot strike. After placing them
there, why are we not protecting them by visiting the
companies they are working for to check if they are
paid fairly. Honourable Minister this is what should be
done. Some of them are injured and are affected by lung
related diseases, they are affected by many diseases.
Workman compensation is not applied which means
they are not even insured because when one gets sick,
he/she does not receive severance pay, he/she is simply
laid off. There are so many who were injured or had
a health scare at work but were never compensated.
These things are a concern Minister perhaps you could
seriously ensure you address this issue.
The other one which is a concern are the cases which
are referred to the Industrial Court, they are taking too
long Minister. What is their estimate turnaround time
such that if a person has filed a case at the Industrial
Court it can take years, it does not even take a year, it
take years. Perhaps you could look into this issue and
see that cases which are referred to Industrial Court are
solved quickly. Most people who take these cases to the
industrial court have not got much money and usually
their cases are about an unfair dismissal. They usually
get dismissed from work without any severance pay or
payment for leave days. It is very difficult to find a job
in Botswana and these cases can take up to four (4)
years before they are resolved; how are these people
supposed to sustain themselves in the mean time? This
is an issue of great concern.
Another issue of concern is within the private schools;
you recently mentioned that a certain school in
Gaborone called Livingstone Kolobeng has employed
37 foreigners and only seven Batswana. When are you
visiting it? We should not allow these kinds of practices
in our country and the owner is going to an extent of
boasting by saying, “there is nothing you can do about
it, I am well connected.” You have to visit these schools
and see how Batswana are suffering in the hands of
these school owners. Most owners of these schools
are foreigners who hire fellow foreigners and treat
Batswana unfairly. In most you will find that there is not
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even a single Motswana teacher that earns more than
P10 000 and this is why I am pleading with you to make
a follow up of this issue.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Your time is up. Honourable
Minister, please respond to the debate.
MINISTER OF EMPLOYMENT, LABOUR
PRODUCTIVITY AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
(MR MABEO): Thank you Mr Chairperson. I appreciate
all the comments that the Honourable Members made
and I will give them a serious consideration. This is
a new Ministry and as it continues to grow, we will
consider how we could use your valuable ideas. Most
of you have pointed out that they feel the funds are not
enough to carry out all the duties that need to be done
in this Ministry.
I will start off by responding to what was said by my
neighbour, Dr Madigele. He talked about certain
companies in his constituency that are not abiding by the
labour law. We will make follow ups on these companies
especially that you even mentioned their names. You
went on to talk about skills development; even though
the Ministry is still new, there are certain things that we
are already doing regarding this. We are in the process
of trying to find out how we can combine Madirelo
Training and Testing Centre (MTTC), Construction
Industry Trust Fund (CITF) and the brigades so that they
operate as one. Most of these companies are doing the
same thing and we are preparing a Cabinet Memorandum
in view of streamlining the responsibilities of CITF,
MTTC and the brigades. We are hoping to make sure
that what they study will be beneficial to our industries.
We have been in contact with the Human Resource
Development Council (HRDC) to try and bring
together people with different expertise. We recently
put an advertisement in the Government Gazette asking
companies to provide information on the skills of their
employees as well as specifying whether they are
foreigners or locals. This shows progress in trying to find
out if we have skilled people that could be beneficial to
our economy. Let me also point out that what you said
about the brigades is true; they are empty. However,
our Ministry is investigating way to resuscitate these
brigades and some of the buildings are very old. We also
need to improve the Curriculum; when you go to the
brigades today you will find a learner who is a learning
mechanic using a very old vehicle to do their practical
work and this is not relevant to the real world because
the vehicles are newer and more complex. We need to
provide them with appropriate vehicles that are related
to today’s lifestyle so that they will be able to start their
own companies and apply the skills that they learnt in
the real world.
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Honourable Dr Butale also had a lengthy comment in
which he started off by stating his expectations. I have
heard you well Honourable Member but right now we
are focusing on the budget not issues of policy. I will
work together with Honourable Ralotsia to try and
resolve some of the issues that were mentioned; like I
said earlier, this is a new Ministry but we are going to
pull up our socks from the word go.
Honourable Dr Butale also mentioned that people are
hired without any contracts. There are written contracts
but verbal contracts also exist but this does not mean that
the employer should take advantage of the employee by
disregarding their rights. Even if the agreement was
made verbally, it must be met and respected. Coming
up with a new contract at the end of each month shows
dishonesty and irresponsibility of the employer towards
the employee.
DR P. BUTALE: Clarification. From your experience in
the Ministry, how do you enforce these issues of verbal
contract? There have been instances where people have
been unfairly dismissed and the cases get very difficult
when they get to Labour due to lack of written contract.
MR MABEO: Thank you Honourable Member. We
encourage employees to know and understand ways in
which they can protect themselves from any misfortunes
that could arise from their work place. I believe even
though agreements can be verbal, we always encourage
people to put it in writing. That is why when there is a
case, they would be retrieved to give evidence for the
complainant; not just an employee, but an employer for
whom things might not have gone well as caused by
an employee. We do not just make this contract for the
employer; we make it for the tripartite so that tomorrow
when there is a query there would be no one to mediate.
Therefore our encouragement is that when there are
agreements, they should be in writing.
Honourable Ralotsia pointed out that he wants a Labour
Office in Kanye, and not anywhere else. Let me point
out that there is an office in Lobatse and I believe people
from Kanye can utilise that office very well. Let me also
point out that it is in the plan that the Regional Office in
Lobatse should be refurbished to ensure that it is fully
furnished with all the necessary resources, especially
because it is not only serving Lobatse; there is Kanye as
well as Molapowabojang included, hence when people
go there they should be able to get assisted.
Maybe I should jump over to Honourable Mokgware’s
concern about Batswana not having the relevant skills.
His encouragement is that since we are dealing with
skills development, particularly at the brigades, we
should bring courses which Batswana can enrol for
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so that in future the skills we are relying on foreigners
for, would be possessed by Batswana. I agree with you
Major General, he is not here unfortunately. I believe
his electorates are up there in the gallery taking a note
of this. I agree with him that it is indeed true Honourable
Members. When we issue permits to those who are
coming to our country to find work, particularly those
who possess skills which we do not have; we should
make sure that they are being understudied. After some
years or after a certain period of time we hope to take
over because we would have learnt something from
them.
That means after acquiring those skills, after getting
the skills from them; there would be no need for us to
give them permits. Our belief and hope is that as they
come we should acquire some skills from them and in
future as a country we should have a pool of employees
with skills in their country. We should have significant
numbers so that we would even be able to work or be
employed in other countries, exporting all the services
which we have.
I believe as I have already explained we are trying by all
means to ensure that Construction Industry Trust Fund
(CITF), Madirelo Training and Testing Centre (MTTC)
and the brigades merge so that we come up with
something which is robust going forward; something
which can shift the economy of our country.
There was an issue of compensation. Honourable
Members let me point out that…
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF HEALTH AND
WELLNESS (MR MAKGALEMELE): On a point
of clarification. Thank you Mr Chairperson, thank you
Honourable Mabeo. Before shifting from the CITF
issue, let me find out from you that since you have been
having a great task of closing them down, as you did
with the one in Mahalapye, where we benefitted as the
people of Shoshong; should we expect that you will
reopen them or you are going to continue shutting them
down?
MR MABEO: Honourable Members, actually the
truth is plain. I believe we are in unison in this House
that these skills have to be upgraded, so on the other
hand we cannot say we are upgrading the skills and
yet closing the very schools which impart these skills.
Honourable Member, going forward it is the intension
of my Ministry to increase the speed of ensuring that
as Botswana, just because we have a mega project at
Kazungula, we should have a Mobile Training Unit
there to train people there, no. We should rather ensure
that we open these institutions in our country.
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Honourable Ralotsia said we should collaborate with
them as the Ministry of Agriculture. I agree with him
very much because everywhere in this country there
is food consumption and there is ploughing. Therefore
agricultural skills should be imparted to everyone.
Which means we will be looking to say at such and such
an area we could open a school and teach agricultural
skills; in Mogoditshane we would teach them
Mechanical engineering for instance because there are
many vehicles there. I believe this a very straight and
forward issue Honourable Member.
MR NTLHAILE: On a point of clarification. I wanted
to find out that since CITF is doing an important job,
can the Honourable Minister not agree that it should
be assisted to enable it to run itself by establishing a
commercial side within the CITF environment, along
the lines of cooperatives so that as they continue
learning there should be ownership? They can continue
generating funds for themselves so that they would be
able to do the administrative part of such schools.
MR MABEO: Thank you Honourable Member.
I believe what we talked about earlier that we are
rationalising institutions like MTTC, CITF and the
brigades so that we can attain our goals; this will answer
your concern. We know that even in the olden days when
brigades were started by people like Van Ransburg, they
encouraged it to be education with production. I think
that is where your point is, I believe we shall take it
from there Honourable Member. I believe what we are
doing is going to an answer to your problems.
Honourable Khan from Molepolole North pointed out
that in Molepolole they have a large piece of land and
he was encouraging us to go and ask for that piece
of land to build a very large Technikon Campus. We
would be looking at the whole country and see where
there is a shortage. As I had said Honourable Khan,
we really have to make a consideration; if I may take
an example of Pandamatenga, we know there is a lot
of ploughing there. Maybe we could collaborate with
Honourable Ralotsia to ensure that we open a brigade
where agriculture can be taught.
In Mogoditshane as I have already said, there are many
vehicles so we could open schools there so that our youth
can learn mechanical engineering because they are many
vehicles that side. Honourable Khan highlighted that it
looks like supermarket employees are not treated well.
I would like to state that those are the issues that are
reported to our offices and we respond accordingly. Let
me also highlight that one Honourable Member talked
about lack of transport earlier on. He was of the view
that the P2 million allocated for transport is not enough
for the procurement of vehicles by the Ministry, I would
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like to tell this House that the funds allocated will not
be enough to cover it all. Another thing Honourable
Members, since we have realised that the government
has so many boarded vehicles at Central Transport
Organisation (CTO), we were thinking that we could
take those to the brigades so that they work on them and
fix them, so that they are used again, I take it that that
will rescue the satiation regarding shortage of transport.
This does not only concern vehicles but furniture as
well. If these students have been taught well, they could
be able to fix this furniture and could be used again,
especially at Dikgotla. You always get complaint from
Dikgosi about lack of furniture, they could use these.
MR KHAN: Clarification. Thank you Mr Chairperson.
I need clarity on the issue of employees, you were not
clear on it. You just said people came to your office to
complain about their wages especially our neighbouring
counterparts. I am calling for clarification Mr
Chairperson, you will have your chance once given the
floor, and it is my turn to speak on the floor. Honourable
Minister, you said people come to your office to report
their cases, it is a sensitive and a serious matter; how
do you intend to better the salaries of the employees
comparing them to those of our neighbouring county?
MR MABEO: Thank you Honourable Member of
Parliament for Molepolole. It is not really our mandate
to better the salaries of the employees Honourable
Member. Salaries are an agreement between an
employer and an employee. I have responded to that. Mr
Chairperson, Mr Chairperson, let me request that since
Honourable Members were in essence saying one thing,
let me not keep on picking on each one of them…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Time is up.
MR MABEO: No, Mr Chairperson said that we should
not yield and therefore I am waiting on him to give him
the floor then I can take my seat.
MR NTLHAILE: Clarification. Thank you Mr
Chairperson. I would like to request that since the
Honourable Minister was still motivating compensation,
which falls under Paragraph 32. Honourable Minister,
how do you address this issue since we still have the
2015 Debswana employees who are still being owed
their compensations since they got injured on the job
and are suffering ailments they picked from work, to
date they have not received their compensations. I just
want to appreciate how you are going to solve this
because Paragraph 32 only talks about the delay but not
the manner in which the people are going to be assisted.
Another thing that concerns me Honourable Minister is
that, the medical specialists, their main job is to advice
General Practitioners. So I want you to help me in that
line.
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MR MABEO: Honourable Members, compensations
are a responsibility for the employer. If the employer
has not acted on the concern of the employee, then the
concerned employee come to report the matter to us and
then we take it from there. I have to admit that some of
the cases reach us and they take time to reach to where
they are supposed to be heard. I was just saying that we
do not have enough resources but going forward, our
objective is to penetrate industries and firms in order
for us to get to know what happens there. We want to
verify if workers are in good working conditions, and
establish if there is a room for consultation between
the employer and the employee. I have to conclude by
saying Honourable Members are talking about almost
one thing.
I therefore move that the sum of P630 577 320.00
under the Recurrent Budget for Organisation 2600
be approved and stand part of the Schedule of the
Appropriation (2017/2018) Bill 2017 and that the sum
of P19 365 989.00 for Organisation 2600 under the
Development Budget be approved and stand part of
those Estimates for the financial year 2017/2018. I move
accordingly Mr Chairperson. I thank you.
Question put and agreed to.

ORGANISATION 1600 – INDEPENDENT
ELECTORAL COMMISSION
MR CHAIRPERSON: Please note that 2 hours has
been allocated to this Organization. I shall call upon
the Honourable Minister to reply to the debate at 15:25
hours tomorrow and the question will be put at 15:55
hours. Honourable Minister, please present your budget
proposal. You have 20 minutes.
MINISTER
FOR
PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS,
GOVERNANCE AND
PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION (MR MOLALE): Thank
you Mr Chairperson. Mr Chairperson, it is with great
pleasure to present the 2017/2018 Budget Estimates for
Organization 1600 - Independent Electoral Commission
to this Honourable House. The total Recurrent Budget
estimate for the 2017/2018 financial year amounts
to Sixty Million, Four Hundred and Forty Thousand,
Seven Hundred and Fifty Pula (P60,440,750.00) and the
Development Budget is One Hundred and Twenty-Four
Million, Five Hundred and Eighteen Thousand, Eight
Hundred Pula (P124,518,800.00).
Mr Chairperson, please allow me to start my presentation
by updating this Honourable House on achievements
and challenges faced by this Commission during the
2016/2017 financial year.
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Mr Chairperson, I am happy to report to this Honourable
House that an evaluation of the 2014 General Elections
resulted in the review of the Electoral Act. A Bill to that
effect was passed by this House in July last year and
later signed into law. The Electoral (Amendment) Act
of 2016 includes amongst others, amendments which
relate to:
a) Civic and voter education as part of the duties of the
Secretary;
b) Deleting of provisions for supplementary voter
registration;
c) Introduction of electronic voting;
d) Penalties and fees reviewed upwards; and
e) Several other amendments intended to ensure
efficiency in the electoral process.
Mr Chairperson, the introduction of electronic voting is
a major reform in the history of Botswana elections and
will contribute significantly to the reduction of time for
voting, counting of votes, and release of results as well
as the costs associated with elections in the long run…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MR MOLALE: …(Laughter!)… It will also do away
with rejected votes and thus make each vote cast to
count. These reforms call for extensive civic and voter
education and the Independent Electoral Commission
has started to engage key stakeholders and the citizenry
regarding the new amendments.
Mr Chairperson, meetings on the new electoral
amendments have been held with political parties, the
Media and all City/Town/District councils. Currently
sensitization in the 57 constituencies is continuing
and so far 30 constituencies have been addressed.
Furthermore, 490 polling districts will be addressed in
the new financial year. These engagements will continue
until all corners of the country have been reached. In
addition, information on the reforms is also being
disseminated through social media, radio, newspapers
and television.
Mr Chairperson, to ensure that the introduction of
electronic voting is a success, a project team comprising
of three officers has been assembled at the Independent
Electoral Commission headed by a Coordinator to
spearhead the planning, procurement, education as well
as the actual elections using Electronic Voting Machines.
In accordance with Section 5(2) of the Electoral Act,
which empowers the Secretary to the Commission to
review polling stations from time to time, I am happy to
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report that polling stations across the country have been
reviewed. This review resulted with a reduction in the
number of polling stations from 2606 to 2259 locally
and from 38 to 36 in the diaspora. The reduction is as
a result of some tented polling stations being moved to
the nearest sheltered areas as well as the introduction of
streaming in schools. For external voting, two polling
stations at Rustenburg (South Africa) and Prague (Czech
Republic) have been cancelled after having registered
zero (0) and twenty (20) voters respectively out of
which only ten (10) people voted in Prague during the
2014 General Elections.
Mr Chairperson, the Independent Electoral Commission
continues to implement initiatives aimed at increasing
participation in electoral processes. One such initiative
is the Democracy Youth Clubs (DYCs) which continue
to be formed in schools and currently one hundred
and seventy (170) clubs have been established across
the country. There is also the Youth Ambassador
Programme which focuses on the out of school youth
and so far ninety-four (94) youths have been recruited
for peer education on electoral processes. These two
initiatives are aimed at enhancing participation of youth
in the electoral processes.
Mr Chairperson, the Commission has successfully
hosted the Electoral Commissions Forum of South
African Development Committee (ECF-SADC) Annual
General Conference in August 2016. The Tutume office
block project has progressed to construction stage. Six
(6) vehicles have also been procured to replace those
which have been boarded.
Mr Chairperson, it is worth noting that residential
accommodation in Tutume which was initially part of
the Tutume project as well as the Bobonong office block
and staff houses project were dropped due to budgetary
constraints. I should at this juncture note that I have
brought in a corrigendum to correct that because in the
original note submitted to this House, there had been
that omission.
Mr Chairperson, going forward, the Independent
Electoral Commission will continue to be committed
towards the delivery of credible, free and fair elections.
Mr Chairperson, with your permission, may I now
proceed to present my budget request for the 2017/2018
financial year.
RECURRENT BUDGET
Mr Chairperson, I request for the sum of Sixty Million,
Four Hundred and Forty Thousand, Seven Hundred and
Fifty Pula (P60, 440,750.00) for the 2017/2018 financial
year. This represents an increase of Four Million, Seven
Hundred and Fifty-Four Thousand, Two Hundred and
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Sixty Pula (P4,754,260.00) or 8.5 per cent more than the
2016/2017 approved budget of Fifty-Five Million, Six
Hundred and Eighty-Six Thousand, Four Hundred and
Ninety Pula (P55,686,490.00).
May I proceed to outline the major items of expenditure
that comprise my budget proposal?
PARENT ACCOUNT
ALLOWANCES

00110–SALARIES

AND

Mr Chairperson, I request for Twenty-Eight Million,
Seven Hundred and Eighty-Two Thousand, Eight
Hundred and Ten Pula (P28, 782,810.00) for salaries
and allowances. This represents an increase of Two
Million, One Hundred and Seventy-Two Thousand,
Five Hundred and Eighty Pula (P2,172,580.00) or
8.2 per cent over the 2016/2017 approved budget of
Twenty-Six Million, Six Hundred and Ten Thousand,
Two Hundred and Thirty Pula (P26,610,230.00).
PARENT ACCOUNT 00200 – TRAVELLING AND
TRANSPORT (INTERNAL)
Mr Chairperson, under this item I request for an
allocation of Five Million Pula (P5, 000,000.00). This
represents a decrease of Two Hundred and Thirty-Two
Thousand, Six Hundred and Six Pula (P232, 660. 00) or
4.7 per cent of the 2016/2017 financial year approved
provision of Five Million, Two Hundred and Thirty-Two
Thousand, Six Hundred and Six Pula (P5, 232,660.00).
The funds will be used for transport and travelling in
executing electoral activities.
PARENT ACCOUNT 00300 – TRAVELLING AND
TRANSPORT (EXTERNAL)
Mr Chairperson, I request for an allocation of Three
Million Pula (P3, 000,000.00) for external travelling
and transport. This figure has not changed from
the 2016/2017 budget of Three Million Pula (P3,
000,000.00).
PARENT ACCOUNT 00400
EXPENSES AND SUPPLIES

–

GENERAL

Mr Chairperson, an amount of Five Million, Five
Hundred and Seventy-Five Thousand Pula (P5,
575,000.00) is requested for general expenses and
supplies. This represents an increase of Eight Hundred
and Seventeen Thousand, Six Hundred and Fifty Pula
(P817, 650.00) or 17.19 per cent above the 2016/2017
approved budget of Four Million, Seven Hundred and
Fifty-Seven Thousand, Three Hundred and Fifty Pula
(P4, 757,350.00). The increase will cater for publicity
of the new electoral amendments.
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PARENT ACCOUNT 00500 – DEPARTMENTAL
SERVICES
Mr Chairperson, for this account I request for Nine
Million, Three Hundred and Eight Thousand Pula (P9,
308,000.00), representing an increase of Four Million,
Seven Hundred and Ninety- Six Thousand, Seven
Hundred and Fifty Pula (P4, 796,750.00) or 106 per cent
from the 2016/2017 approved budget of Four Million,
Five Hundred and Eleven Thousand, Two Hundred and
Fifty Pula (P4, 511,250.00). The funds will be used
for office and warehouse rentals as well as elections
material. The increase is as a result of the need to
purchase registration books in preparation for the 2019
General Elections.
PARENT ACCOUNT 00700 – MAINTENANCE
AND RUNNING EXPENSES (EQUIPMENT)
Mr Chairperson, I would like to request Two Million
Pula (P2, 000,000.00) under this account representing
a decrease of Forty Thousand, Five Hundred and Thirty
Pula (P40,530.00) or 1.99 per cent below the 2016/2017
approved budget of Two Million and Forty Thousand,
Five Hundred and Thirty Pula (P2,040, 530.00). The
funds will be used for spare parts and maintenance of
IEC fleet.

approved budget of Nine Hundred and Ninety-One
Thousand, Five Hundred Pula (P991, 500.00). The
funds will cater for various skills enhancement shortterm courses and performance management activities.
PARENT ACCOUNT 01300 – COUNCILS,
CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS
Mr Chairperson, I request for the sum of Two Million, Two
Hundred Thousand Pula (P2, 200,000.00) representing
a decrease of One Million, One Hundred and FortySix Thousand, Nine Hundred Pula (P1, 146,900. 00)
or 34.27 per cent of the 2016/2017 approved budget of
Three Million, Three Hundred and Forty-Six Thousand,
Nine Hundred Pula (P3,346,900.00). The funds will
cater for the Commission’s allowances and workshops.
PARENT ACCOUNT
01700
–
GRANTS
SUBVENTIONS AND OTHER PAYMENTS
Mr Chairperson, I request for the sum of Two Hundred
and Eighty Thousand Pula (P280, 000.00) representing
a decrease of Thirty-Five Thousand Pula (P35, 000.00)
or 11.11 per cent below the 2016/2017 approved budget
of Three Hundred and Fifteen Thousand Pula (P315,
000.00). The fund will cater for ECF-SADC annual
subscription.

PARENT ACCOUNT 00800– MAINTENANCE
AND RUNNING EXPENSES (OTHER)

PARENT ACCOUNT
EXPENDITURE

Mr Chairperson, for this account I request for Three
Hundred and Sixty-Five Thousand Pula (P365, 000.00)
which is an increase of Two Hundred and Thirty
Thousand Pula (P230,000.00) or 170.35 per cent over
the 2016/2017 approved budget of One Hundred and
Thirty-Five Thousand Pula (P135,000.00). The funds
will be used for minor works and maintenance of
regional staff houses and office buildings.

Mr Chairperson for this account, I request for Three
Million, Three Hundred and Twenty-Five Thousand, Six
Hundred and Seventy Pula (P3, 325,670.00) representing
a decrease of One Million, One Hundred and ThirtySeven Thousand, Four Hundred Pula (1,137,400.00) or
25.5 per cent below the 2016/2017 approved budget of
Four Million, Four Hundred and Sixty-Three Thousand
and Seventy Pula (P4, 463,070.00). The decrease is
because most computers were replaced in the 2016/17
financial year.

PARENT ACCOUNT 01100 – GOVERNMENT
HOSPITALITY
Mr Chairperson, for this account I request for Thirty
Thousand Pula (P30, 000.00). This represents a
decrease of Three Thousand Pula (P3, 000.00) or 10 per
cent of the 2016/2017 approved budget of Thirty-Three
Thousand Pula (P33, 000.00.00). The funds will be used
for official receptions.
PARENT ACCOUNT 01200 – TRAINING
Mr Chairperson, I request for Five Hundred and SeventyFour Thousand, Two Hundred and Seventy Pula (P574,
270.00). This represents a decrease of Four Hundred
and Seventeen Thousand, Two Hundred and Thirty
Pula (P417, 230.00) or 42 per cent below the 2016/2017
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04300

–

SPECIAL

DEVELOPMENT BUDGET
Mr Chairperson, in the Development Budget, I wish to
request for a total of One Hundred and Twenty-Four
Million, Five Hundred and Eighteen Thousand, Eight
Hundred Pula (P124, 518,800.00). An amount of Seven
Million, Eighteen Thousand and Eight Hundred Pula
(P7, 018,800.00) is required for the construction of IEC
office block and staff houses in Tutume, One Hundred
and Seventeen Million, Five Hundred Thousand Pula
(P117, 500,000.00) is needed for the procurement
of Electronic Voting Machines and the requisite
stakeholder engagement.
CONCLUSION
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Mr Chairperson, this concludes my budget proposal
for Organisation 1601-IEC. I now request that a total
of Sixty Million, Four Hundred and Forty Thousand,
Seven Hundred and Fifty Pula (P60,440,750.00) for the
Recurrent Budget and One Hundred and Twenty-Four
Million, Five Hundred and Eighteen Thousand, Eight
Hundred Pula (P124,518,800.00) for Development
Budget be approved for the financial year 2017/2018.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MR MOLALE: I move accordingly. Thank you Mr
Chairperson.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Honourable Mangole.
MR KABLAY (LETLHAKENG-LEPHEPHE):
Thank you Mr Chairperson. I support the budget
proposal tabled by the Minister. Let me further state that
we support the introduction of voting machines that we
shall use during elections. I believe they will assist with
quick counting and producing results in time as opposed
to helping us win the elections like our opponents think.
Batswana have expressed dissatisfaction over the long
period that is taken to count the votes. In a democratic
governance, it is important to produce results in time
so that people do not lose hope because if they take
long, others get to think that there might be foul play.
However, if the results come out quickly, people become
satisfied and there will be no room of any foul play. In
my constituency, the results take long to be released but
these machines will help to produce results on time. All
I can request is for Batswana to be able to trust those
who are running the elections, that is, the Independent
Electoral Commission (IEC) because ever since they
started running elections, we have never had cases at
the High Court. We have never had cases of by-elections
due to complaints submitted. We should trust our IEC
because they have been mandated with the running of
the elections. If IEC was not fair, you would have not
won elections to get the 20 seats that you have. This
is an indication that IEC does not have any favours,
therefore, we need to support them as Batswana.
Let us desist from giving Batswana wrong impressions
about the IEC that they are cheating you as the
opposition. We should go into the elections free and
Batswana will vote. We have heard that the opposition
are sure that they will win over the elections and even
if they do, there is actually nothing wrong with that
because they would have been voted by the majority.
Let us not blame the voting machines if we lose the
elections. That is my plea Honourable Minister. I would
like to thank Mr Seeletso Honourable Members…
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF HEALTH AND
WELLNESS (MR MAKGALEMELE): On a point of
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clarification. Thank you Mr Chairman. While you are
still on that point, do you not think the reason why people
are sceptical about these machines is because they are
scared they are going to lose elections? Therefore they
are coming up with a scape goat so that when they lose,
they would have something to use?
MR KABLAY: Thank you Mr Chairperson. They are
not supposed to do that because they will become a
laughing stock. Let us wait for the outcome of 2019. If
they win, they will but I am not sure about it. I would like
to commend Mr Seeletso for embarking on a journey to
conduct public education about the operations of this
machine. A lot of Batswana have embraced this and
they ask questions about them and he responds well to
show them the benefits of this machine. Those that were
given wrong information about these machines now
have a better understanding of how it operates and their
benefits. I would like to urge him to ask his officers to
visit even our villages, as far as Diphuduhudu, because
they are clueless of what is happening. Politicians have
their own influence but the officers have to go there
to educate the public. We have a challenge in villages
because it takes a while for people to understand the
concept.
However, I have a complaint that I need to register
with you because people are not happy about the
supplementary registration which seems to be infrequent
which means those who did not manage to register
initially, will not have the opportunity to do so because
now the new arrangement is that there will be a once off
registration. That will be a bit of a problem. I wonder
how…
MR KEORAPETSE: On a point of clarification.
Thank you Honourable Kablay. I thought we were here
when this Bill was passed in Parliament. I am one of
those who did not support this Bill about supplementary
registration. You voted together with the ruling party
which advocated for no supplementary registration.
MR KABLAY: Yes Honourable Member, that is true,
we have already voted and there is nothing we can do
about it…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS:…(Laughter!)…
MR KABLAY: If I was in Parliament that time when
the motion was debated, I could have also negated it
because I can see the negative side of it. We have
already voted against supplementary registration. The
fact that Parliament passes laws, whether any Member
of Parliament was there or not during that passing,
they are part of it and there is nothing that can be done.
That is all I wanted to say about the challenges that my
constituents have. I thank you.
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KGOSI LOTLAMORENG II (GOODHOPEMABULE): Thank you Mr Chairman. I do not support
the introduction of voting machines for the reason being
that we are always told that we do not have money and I
am wondering where we will source funds from to buy
them. We also need to know how much they cost Mr
Chairperson. We have sent our officers to other countries
like South Africa and Malaysia to conduct elections for
those Batswana who reside outside the country so that
they can vote. How are they going to vote?
Mr Chairperson, I once registered in Mafikeng and I
wonder if there is going to be a machine in Mafikeng
where we can vote. Every time during elections, there
are different party representatives who are observers
and the ballot boxes are observed by all to ensure that
they are empty, so what is going to be done to ensure
that the machine has not been tempered with?

not be good for us. We should accept change and move
with the times and move forward. Honestly this will help
us. The results at my constituency were released on the
third day and I could not sleep because I was wondering
what was happening. Those who were counting were
tired and sleepy and along the way cheated because they
wanted the Umbrella for Democratic Change (UDC) to
beat the BDP. These things will be avoided. We should
be thankful for this initiative. Let me yield for you
Honourable Member because you wanted to make an
interjection. Should I yield or not?
MR CHAIRPERSON: We do not do that Honourable
Markus. If you did not yield at the time they wanted to
talk, you cannot yield now.
MR MARKUS: He will request again and I will see if I
can yield. We will talk. I welcome the electronic voting
machines; we need them.

Mr Chairperson, we are talking about a machine that
will be used in 2019 if we agree and what worries me
is that we never consulted our electorates before we
decided on this machine. I believe that we could have
consulted to hear their views regarding this machine,
but we are coming to them after a decision to introduce
this machine has already been taken. Some of us were
against this machine, and some still do not agree with
the use of these machines.

DR MMATLI: Clarification.

Mr Chairperson, a one-time registration without
supplementary voter registration is another concern
because there are many reasons why people may not
be able to register the first time; they can be admitted
at hospitals, they may be in Kasane while they have to
register in Goodhope-Mabule. How are we going to
ensure that they have time to register? Let me stop here
Mr Chairperson. Thank you Sir.

MR MARKUS: No, we are not fighting. We are treating
the opposition well because we are not used to fighting.
We will take care of you to avoid wars and maybe wars
will be brought by you if ever you will be in charge, we
do not want that.

MR MARKUS (MAUN EAST): I thank you Mr
Chairperson. I stand to support the Minister that he
needs these funds to be able to run elections. Elections
are very important to us and should we not give him
these funds, we would not have done well.
I must indicate that the Independent Electoral
Commission (IEC) is operative. I do not doubt it; they
are doing a great job. The reason why we are not fighting
is because things are going well. If we did not agree
with the IEC, we could be in civil wars. The reason why
there is peace depicts the freedom expressed by the IEC.
We are thankful for the good job you are doing.
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MR MARKUS: Be quick and do not say anything bad.
DR MMATLI: Clarification. Thank you. He did not
yield immediately, but I wanted to chip in when he said
that the reason we have not fought is because we agree
and things are going well. Is he implying that for us to
show that we do not agree with the said machine, we
should fight?

I wish to say that there will be the voters roll and when
a person comes; their name will be checked like it has
been the case. I believe that when you have voted, the
numbers will show on the machine and if there are any
queries, you can take the voters roll and crosscheck it
against the numbers reflected on the machine. If there
are any disparities, maybe that is when we will conclude
that these machines are not right. But for now, do not
worry Honourable Members. Wait until we vote and
these machines will work for us.
I would request that since we will not have supplementary
registration, the period of registration should be longer.
If we were used to it being done in two months, perhaps
we should start it well in time so that we can determine
if we cannot be helped. Let me yield for him Honourable
Member.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.

MR MARKUS: Honourable Members, let me indicate
that these machines are going to help us. We should
accept change. If we are not going to change, it would

MR CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Markus, when
someone asks for clarification, you have to grant it
immediately. Do not do that.
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MR DAVIDS: Clarification. Thank you Honourable
Member. I wanted to ask if Batswana are not against
the use of this machine. If they are, whom are you
representing?
MR MARKUS: Allow me to answer you my friend.
There is no Motswana who said that they do not want
this machine. You stay in Kgatleng and I stay with
Batawana and I do not know where you heard them
saying they do not want it when you stay so far away. I
stay with them and they did not reject it. The people who
reject it are the likes of you. There are those who are like
me who understand what they are about and they did
not reject it. Batswana di not reject this machine and
they do not have any problems with it at all. The other
major issue is with regards to the Independent Electoral
Commission (IEC), that they should assist us because
there is a problem of voter trafficking…
DR P. BUTALE: Procedure. Thank you Mr Chairman.
I asked for you intervention earlier on regarding what
is procedural in this House. The Honourable Member
said that Batawana did not reject this machine but at the
meeting that was held by the IEC, Batawana said that
they do not want this machine. I am therefore confused
as to what it is that we should believe or can I come up
with my story as well when I debate and it would be
accepted?
MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Do not do that
Honourable Members because this issue might confuse
you. Every one of you will get to debate and if there
comes a point where they are asked to produce proof,
then you will get to tell him the numbers of those people
who rejected the machine and those who want it. Do not
deal with the issue that way, talk about the machine and
the IEC, rather than asking for statistics of those who
want the machine and those who do not.
MR MARKUS: Perhaps I should explain to the
Honourable Member even though you say that we
should not dwell into the issue. Honourable Member,
Batawana have welcomed this machine. The ones who
opposed it are those who are like you, who belong to the
opposition. We know them in our Kgotla…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification. How are
they alike?
MR MARKUS: Everyone in the Kgotla agreed with
this machine and said that they are going to use it. The
last issue that I wanted to talk about is that of trafficking
voters. That happens a lot and people only win elections
by trafficking voters from other areas. We should ensure
that we get rid of this practice. The IEC should ensure
that it monitors the elections because people win through
this voter trafficking. Thank you.
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MINISTER OF EMPLOYMENT, LABOUR
PRODUCTIVITY AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
(MR MABEO): Thank you Mr Chairman. I will
not debate for long so that I can make it possible for
Honourable Davids to debate. I agree with the budget
request for the IEC. I should also thank the constituents
of Thamaga-Kumakwane, who held a meeting in my
absence but I will talk about it at length in a short
while. I should also thank the IEC, and I believe that
Mr Seeletso and his team need a pat on the back. They
hold meetings where they are grilled but I thank them
for remaining steadfast and explaining what they know.
I should also thank them for going to the Councils and
engaging the Councillors about the voting machine.
The belief is that as Members of Parliament and the
Councillors we should then go to the people and educate
them about this machine. We would be telling them the
truth about this machine and nothing else. Mr Chairman
sometimes hypocrites who are here…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Where are they?
MR MABEO: There are those amongst us who were
sent for benchmarking and they went to the factories
where those machines are manufactured and even
consulted the experts who designed those machines.
When they came back, they recommended to the House
that we should adopt the use of those machines and
the House agreed. What now surprises me is that this
hypocrites change their tune when they go back to their
constituencies when in fact we spent the whole night
here in December, agreeing on it. Honourable Members,
we should learn to tell the truth.
As I alluded earlier on, I thank the Thamaga-Kumakwane
constituents that in my absence they allowed Mr Seeletso
to explain to them about this machine. We allowed Mr
Seeletso to go around explaining to the people about
this machine but there are some people who transported
people in buses to go and disrupt the meetings. Mr
Seeletso is implementing what was agreed to in this
House. They take buses and transport people to the
Kgotla meetings to go and disrupt the meetings when in
fact Mr Seeletso is just a messenger. If there is anything
wrong, it would be because it came from this House. Mr
Seeletso even went to consult the Councillors and when
we get to the Dikgotla they change their tune and say
that the Members of Parliament are the ones who did
not do things right.
DR MMATLI: Point of order. Mr Speaker, I think this
House is out of order. Honourable Minister is saying
that there are people who spent the night here agreeing
on the use of this machine and then afterwards they
transport people to go and attack Mr Seeletso. Who is he
referring to? He even pointed at us. He should explain
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if he ever saw us transporting people in buses to go and
disturb Kgotla meetings? If he cannot explain, he should
withdraw those words.

with his presentation. So, he is out of order. Can you ask
him to give evidence to say who transported people to
that meeting?

MR CHAIRPERSON: Whom are you referring to you
Honourable Mabeo?

MR CHAIRPERSON: No, Honourable Member calm
down, he is still explaining. Honourable Member please
tell us who did that? The problem is that you said some
people from this House, that is how you ended up in
trouble. Honourable Member just explain what you are
saying.

MR MABEO: Mr Chairperson what is shocking is
that even those who are transported with the buses are
normally not from those areas. I do not know who they
are because they were not from my constituency; I
only saw foreign faces and the buses. I should however
mention that these buses did not have colours.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order, point of
order.

MR MABEO: I was saying the buses arrived carrying
people, so it is clear that these people now know that
what they have been doing before the machine came,
transporting people in buses to the polling stations, it
will never happen.

MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: Point of order Mr
Chairperson. Thank you Honourable Chair.

DR P. BUTALE: Point of order Mr Chair. Point of
order! Point of order!

MR CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Mokgware.

MR CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Butale, you only
have to say it once, I will hear you.

MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: Sir.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Let me remind you Honourable
Member. You just have to call for point of order once.
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: Thank you Chair.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Ok, proceed.
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: The Minister needs the
truth Chair, you should help us here. The Minister
said in his absence Mr Seeletso had a meeting in his
constituency and now he is saying people were being
transported on buses at the meeting, he said he knows
those people. I therefore request that the Minister
submits the proof because those words are damaging.
MR CHAIRPERSON: I had ruled that the Honourable
Minister tell us who those people were and believe
he is trying to explain. Let me listen to him. I am still
listening.
MR MABEO: Mr Chairperson, the people who
transport people in buses, I suspect they do so because
they do not want this machine. What they used to do
transporting the voters of different constituencies,
they are continuing to do that even to the meetings. In
response to the issue that you wanted clarified, I want to
thank my constituents that even in my absence…
MR MANGOLE: Point of order Mr Chairperson. Mr
Chairperson, the Honourable Member is out of order.
He has been asked a question to say who from this
House drove people or hired buses to take people to the
Kgotla meetings that he is talking about. You asked him
that question and he has not answered. He is proceeding
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DR P. BUTALE: Mr Chair, I think we are now playing.
This man made an allegation and if he cannot provide
any proof or support his allegation with anything, he
should withdraw. He said he was not at the said meeting.
He is now saying he was there again and he saw certain
people who were not supposed to be there.
MR
CHAIRPERSON:
Honourable Butale!

Honourable

Butale!

DR P. BUTALE: No! No! Mr Chairperson, I have said
people have a causal relationship with the truth and we
cannot stand it in this House. If he was not there how
can he tell us there were people who were not supposed
to be there?
MR CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Butale, calm down.
DR P. BUTALE: No! Do we have a procedure?
MR CHAIRPERSON: Just Calm down Honourable
Member. We are handling this issue very well; I do not
know how come you are confused.
DR P. BUTALE: What is the procedure of this House?
MR CHAIRPERSON: Calm down, Honourable
Mabeo will explain. I am waiting for him to explain.
DR P. BUTALE: Mr Chair, Honourable Mabeo got
ample time to explain himself and he is failing to,
so, he should withdraw. He should withdraw because
he is imputing negative motives on these Members
of Parliament. If he cannot substantiate, he should
withdraw and rephrase.
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MR CHAIRPERSON: No, Honourable Butale, calm
down. I think Honourable Mabeo will explain what he
is talking about. Honourable Member you said some
people from this House, and this is why the Honourable
Members are insisting that you explain your case. Who
are you referring to? That is what I want you to explain.
MR MABEO: Mr Chairman, when I say some people
from this House…
MR MARKUS: Point of order Mr Chairperson. Mr
Chairperson, please help us here, it is said that some
people from this House, but how come we hear
complaints from that side of the aisle not this side? He
was saying some people from this House, not the people
from that side of the aisle. Why are the complaints
coming from that side only? Help us there.
MR CHAIRPERSON: No, it is fine Honourable
Markus. I heard you Honourable Member. It means you
are not as concerned as those who wanted to know who
those people were.
MR MABEO: Mr Chairperson, I said some people
from this House but like Honourable Markus was
saying the complaints are coming from that side, maybe
it is because I am facing that side. I said people from this
House and I still repeat, there are people here and others
in the gallery. I am now surprised to see the Honourable
Members that side very furious.
Honourable Members as the representative of this
constituency, it came to my attention that the workers
also attended this meeting. I would therefore like to
thank the Councilors in my constituency because …
(interruptions)…agreed with those who came on those
buses.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Mabeo, you have
not arrived where I want you to go. You said some
people in this House and now the Honourable Members
are complaining because they want to know who you
are referring to. Do you want to tell me that there is no
one who you can single out in this House so that they
answer for themselves?
MR MABEO: Mr Chairman, the empty seats of
Honourable Members that you are seeing here are like
that because some of us are not in the House. So the
truth Mr Chairperson is that the person that I was going
to single out is not here.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR MABEO: I am coming to a conclusion Mr
Chairperson…
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MR CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Mabeo, you have
not finished.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR CHAIRPERSON: No, wait Honourable Member.
Honourable Mabeo, clarify this issue, make a conclusion
and continue with other issues.
MR MABEO: Mr Chairman, the thing is if somebody
is not in this House, I believe that it would not be
a problem even if I can call out his name. I therefore
request that I conclude my case by saying, I asked my
co-workers to attend this meeting.
DR P. BUTALE: Point of order Mr Chairperson. Mr
Chairperson since it looks like some things are allowed
in this House, I know of some people in this House who
are commonly known of telling lies. You cannot even
tell if that person is telling lies. I know those people who
like telling lies.
MR CHAIRPERSON: You are not helping this House
Honourable Member. Honourable Mabeo, proceed.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR MABEO: There was a point of clarification.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Member, I did not
hear anyone asking for clarification. Proceed with your
debate.
MR MABEO: Let me continue Mr Chairperson by
saying, I am very grateful that when I came back from
where I was, I found that those I had put in charge of
the affairs of the constituency had done a good job.
I applaud my Councillors, as well as the ThamagaKumakwane residents…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order. It is very
serious Mr Chairperson.
MR CHAIRPERSON: No, Honourable Dr Mmatli, you
cannot do that. You cannot speak into the microphone.
Everyone has something serious to say in this House. So
if you start abusing the points of order like Honourable
Butale did, I will not allow it.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MR CHAIRPERSON: If I am failing to run this House
accordingly, you have two (2) options, it is either you
go outside or you keep quiet and listen to others debate.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs) …
MR CHAIRPERSON: You have two options.
MINISTER
OF
AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD SECURITY
(MR RALOTSIA): Clarification. I was saying can
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Honourable Mabeo help us with regards to the noise
in this House, whether it is not similar to the Setswana
saying “mmaseikubeng, pina ga e go reye,” meaning
that “ if someone is guilty they will think that people are
talking about them even though they are not ”.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Laughter) …
MR CHAIRPERSON: No, Honourable Mabeo, one
minute.
MR MABEO: Thank you Mr Chairperson, no I was
speaking Setswana, but I do not want to dwell on that,
you have heard the Honourable Member speaking.

Democratic Party (BDP) seeks to cheat with Electronic
Voting Machines, and that is the point that we need to
address. In fact, while I was in Johannesburg two weeks
ago, there was a former Mayor of one of the metros
in South Africa, who said that the African National
Congress (ANC) will not survive 2019. The only way it
can survive is the Botswana way, the BDP way and that
is the EVM. So, that is what we need to tell you that the
only way you can survive is to bring the EVM…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)…
MR CHAIRPERSON: Order!
Honourable Keorapetse…

Wait

a

minute

I want to commend the Thamaga-Kumakwane residents
because when they were at the Kgotla, they were patient,
they allowed themselves to be taught and they did learn.
They did not allow influence from the outside…

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)…

HONOURABLE MEMBER: From the buses.

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)…

MR MABEO: From the buses to deter them. In my
constituency, the elders are very happy that they will no
longer sit in long queues the whole afternoon waiting
for the results to be released because now the results
will be released within a short space of time. They will
then have ample time to use to attend to other important
things.

MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Honourable Butale.

Let me point out that even last time as I was going
around my constituency informing them about this
machine, they welcomed the idea and said “we normally
waste a lot of time spending two nights waiting for the
results to be released and this time around they will be
released sooner than later, to allow us to go back to our
homes to ensure that our loved ones and siblings are
safe and secure, to be with them. Instead of spending the
whole time away from home”.
Honourable Member, I take it that this machine will
bring good to us and will also help with regards to
people who had the tendency of doing unusual things
during elections. Thank you.
MR KEORAPETSE (SELEBI PHIKWE WEST):
Thank you Mr Chairperson. Let me just start off by
saying that I did make consultations after this Parliament
passed amendments to the Electoral Act. The first thing
that the people of Selebi Phikwe are calling for is an all
party conference which has been killed by President Ian
Khama, because during his Presidency, there was never,
not once, one meeting of all party conference in terms of
Section 65 a (1) of the Constitution.
Mr Chairperson, we need to talk about the Electronic
Voting Machine (EVM). There is nothing like enhancing
efficiency of the electoral process. The Botswana
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MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Order! Honourable
Mokgware.

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)…
MR SPEAKER (MR MOLATLHEGI): Order!
Honourable Members.
MOTION
ADJOURNMENT
LEADER OF THE HOUSE (MR MASISI): Mr
Speaker, may I request that whilst Sticks is still fuming
in his debate, we adjourn this evening so that he comes
back refreshed tomorrow regarding the India trip.
Question put and agreed to.
The Assembly accordingly adjourned at 6.03 p.m. until
Tuesday 14th March, 2017 at 2:00 p.m.
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